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IN 1' ri.O iJLJ v i: IU >l

exa1ni.n~ttions

DJring a time in whieh schol;,i.rly
~nd

of novels both major

minor abound, it seems remarkaole that such an intricate and ambitious

serie::; as Anthony Powell's

~

Dance 12_ the l'lll~..>ic

££.

more extensive and thorour~h critical attention.l

the singularity of Powell's art, this

to the nature of tho series itself.

ne,~lect

Time has not :;eneratcd

Resultinr; in part from
b~)

can

attributed primarily

Thus, as Anthony Burr;ess has pointed

out, Powell has undertaken the 1-rritin1~ of a rornan fleu,vo. 2

In such a

work, of course, the novels are basically uniform in style, structure,
and theme, and are inhabited by a considcra:Jlc number of the same che;.racters.
Th~m,

too, the novels are inter-dependent,
These elements are all present in

-!::_ ~

Planned as a sequence of twelve novels and
Upbrirn:;in1~

.:!!2.

one upon the other.
~

be~innine

Hnsic of

~·

with f:::. Question of

(1951), the projcc.:t has reached its final stago with the recent

publication of Tho .Military Philosophers
series.

bllildin~

Divided symphonically into

(1969),

movem~nts

the ninth novel in the

of three novels ca.ch, the

work, according; to Powell's plan, is n;;1w within three novels--or one final
lThere are only perhaps eii;;ht sicnificant articles dealing with the
series, the suostanco of which will be ::;hortly incorporated into this
sti.ldy. In acitlition, Powell's project has been briefly cxa.mineci. in l:• £:_.
Hartley and Anthony Powi:,11, an entry in tho British Writer3 and Their Work
series. In his book, -Thc--Novels of Anthony ?oucll, Robert K. Morris
furnishes the most elci:b'O'ratc treatment of the scrios to date.
21\.nthony 3u.rgess, The Novel No1>l: ~ Guide 12. Contemporary Fiction
(New York: W. VJ. Norton and Company, Inc., 1967), p. 8).
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movcment--of completion.
opcnin~

This stw.iy ..,;ill. confine itself entirely to the

movement of the sequence; it incluc:es

i1.

guest ion of !J:ebrinGin?;_,

~ Buyer's Market, :rncl Tho Acccut~i.nce ;·iorld. 3 Ji.s is obvious, the eng.igerncnt of such a

lon~ scri1~s neccss~trily

jud;,ment until t}Jc twalfth novel

h;.;~>

sus;_.:iends conclusive critical

been completed.

Until then, the full

merit of the series cannot be properly meaisurcd. Moreover, :..t the outset,

it is import91.nt to note th;.it the prime criterion for a succos;.;;ful ev;;i.luation of this project is that the novel;.; oe rc.;id consecutively.

R.;;;nri.oro

selection not only break:;; the continuity of the work but abo subvert::.i
its intricacy and mcd.ning; it ;:;lso rn;;.kes for com;iderable bafflement on the

reader's part.

The series is so

d(~licately

novels •ctually constituto ooctions in one
.absol1.>.tely

o'.epanc~ent

balanced t,hat the individual
~rand

novel, the sum of which is

on "lll of its parts.

Havin::; established the some>-;hat restrictive nature of the

!2~

fleuve, the critic must underscore the unique inclinations of Powell's
intelli~cnce--a

It

h~s

matter which leads to the singularity of his accomplishment.

been 2ointcd out, in this connection, that Powell possesses a keenly

;;i.nalytical mind, one that is contemptaous of dog;rnatism in any form.

c..bsence of cioctrinc invests the series with a

stran~ely

4 'l'his

elusive quality.

CoJ11:nittcd to objectivity, Powell never passes judgment on the

~ction

of his

characters nor docs he inject transparently-fictionalized aesthetic or

If there is a fixed idea in

ethical cormnentary.

~

Dance to the Music

.2f

Time,

it is dedicated to the transmission of reality into orderly patterns of
experience.

Thus, Powell's purpose is concerned with imposing a structure on

f!. Dance to .!:11£ Music .2£ ~ includes At Ladi
Restaurant, and The Kindly On£::!.• The third

JThe second movement of

Molly's, Casanova's

Chi~ese

con::;ist:> of Valle.~ of

Philosophers.

!h£

Bones,

111£

Soldier• s ~. and

2''.!!!.l JJ.:lJ.:~~ftt;Z

4Arthur l1izener, uA Dance to the Music: of Time: The Novols of
Anthony Powell, 11 Kenyon Review, X.XII (Winter 1960), p. 92•
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the

ch~os

of the modern e.dstence.

preoccupations is to endow the
vor;/ lcoi.st, to prove that

Then, toe>, c:i.n1Yt.her of Powell's

of life with

b~n~lity

occurrence~-;

meanin~;

which seem ordinary or trivial of

thernselvcs exert em influence over more crucial event.::;.

ifakint~

out of the hectic blueprints of actuality is Powell's forte.
ab~<"nce

this sinele-mindedness anri the

11

Because of'

amonr~

major twentieth-

in whose work experience is observed from a point of

view of some more or less rationally conceived
e::;sentially as illustration. 11 5
concerned with qualifying and
it.

sem;e

of' do(;ma in bis work, Powell,

according to Arthur i.'lizener, st:rtnds out as an anomaly
century novelists,

or at the

1 philosophy'

a11(i

functions

Instead, Powell is a realist, one more

inter_r>rctin~

expcrienco ·than with transcend.inci

His intellic;ence is focused on the forces underlyin;;: filnu propellinf;

the movement of society.
the chan[;es it effects

~re

'fhe cwminant force in Powell's world

i~;

conceived in ter:ns of steps in a c!•rnce.

Flux .-.nd
The

ramifications of this dci.nce are highly co:nplex and have compelle{i critics

to m<-•ke generalized, if at times brilliant observations on Powell's work.
11 A Dance to tho i·lusic of Time 11 then, rtCts not only as a title, but

--

-

---·

also as a metaphor which controls the perspective on life contained within
the series.

It is

2

means of

describin:~

the ebo and flow of reality.

The

intricacies of this metei.phor are studied in the f ollowine; section of this
thesis.

For the time beini;, however, it is necessary to pose a f;enoral

definition.

Intended to he interpreted on two levels, the dance functions

;;.s a symbol for life and also as a representation of the soc:i.al activity
within Britain between 1921--when the series opens--to an indeterminate

point <ifter World War II--at which the roman fleuvo will stop.

In other

-4-

words, the dance acts as an overall 2erception of life, on the one
and a specific

br~nch

of the world, on tbe other.

The mcanin;; of the dance

is easy enout;;h to understand; it is the motion of life
music of Time, or the conditions of mort<.tli ty.

h~nd,

responc~in~

to the

In its broad.est <'-PPlication,

the shil't::> comprisin:;; the dance are identical to the rhyth:u of life:
adulthood, death.

youth,

However, the cor.iplexity of Powell's art is cont<ained with-

in the social dance, where the movements are subtle and intricate,

The met-

<iph•)r m<ly be imar;inecl in terms of' two concentric circles; ti1e outer circle
si~·ni.fies

the dance of life, while the inner circle sy1!1boli2.es the dance of

i3ritish society afflicted by tho process of d.i:::;soci::i.tion which followed. \·forlci
i"12r

I.

The outer region moves in a timeless continuum· of human experience,

whereas the inner boundary is influenced by the tw·cntieth-ccntury fra.:::;mentation of reality.

Yet, in the fino:i.l analysis, the two circles revolve in an

identical m.anner, for Powell imposes the order of the dance on the experience
of modern life.

This is the major accomplishment of his series--the ability

to control a dissoci•tive world i;dtho,.i.t
qualities.

bendin~;

or distortin;:; its particular

How the rn:->.intenanc.:e of oN:.er is act:ieved will be shortly t::<ken

llp.

For the critic, the m(;ljor problem in evaluating the series is involved

in the election of a standpoint fro.:n which the r.ad.iatinr; complexities of
r01·rell 1 s dance can ::ie examined.
within the work itself.

~

y~t,

no one has located such a. center

Hence, criticism has originated from. outside and

not inside Powell's fiction.
of

As

In short, co:nrnentators on!::;. Dance to the i'iusic

have not struck upon a. unifyini; element comri1on to all the major as-

pects of this roman i'leuve.

Al thou~;h both the technical and thematic func-

tions of the dance hc.i.ve oeen interpreted, these two areas of i.11torest have

-5-

nut been connected.

t·lar,ters asso1..:i2Led ;:it'n form, such as Powell's u:.:;c of

Ti.mo, his preoccupation with Ch•i.nce

<.n1:..i.

..;oincid.ence, and his reli;;.nce on

paintin.:;s to illuminate reality in C:iverse ways, have been hci.nr.1led independcntly from the important therri:.1.tic considerations of the series.
too, si:;nificant motifs--or rec,lrrcnt

p~tt.erns

Then,

of experienco--have been

asse0sed. separately i'rom the desi,:n of the novels.

lfuat is necr.:ed is a via-

ble starting point for a clarific<• tion of as many of these elements as possi'ole.
1fucreas an overview of i-bo series c«.n be productive, it cannot provide a synthesis of Powell's purpo::;e.
a

sc~re;;ation

12.

has been sur.;,ested, it leacis to

of form and thc.nc, method and motif, coi;isiuerations which,

it will be seen, can be fused.

A Dance

As

~

L1usic of

~

Thus, invariably, a survey of

critic~>

of

reveals that the shape <And. content of the

work have been treated as separate entities.

There is, however, • means

of coordinating the two, and it will be posed as the central e:nphasiti of
this study.

But, for the moment, i t is neces;;ary to introduce the sir,nif-

icant findings of critics 1-vho have appraised the series.
With
the title.

re1~ard

W.

n.

to technique, critics have focused on the meta9hor of
Quesc:nbe?ry, for example, has furnished a skillful anal-

ysis of Powell's use of Time.

He contends that Nick Jenkins, :iarrator of

the series, looks b<ick retrospectively to a point from which the movement of time
~)ecomes

cyclical.

And, rnort:::over, th;i.t this han:1ling of 'l'ime is broken only

when Nick Jenkins experiences momentary flashes of awareness.

During these

insT.ances of revelation, Quesenbery interprets time as b"'ing; suspcndetl.6
Then,

t~o,

there have ocen valuable critical

6,.;. D. Quesenbery, "Anthony Powell:
VIII (l't'inter 1964), p}). 15-16.

insi~hts concernin~;

The Anatomy of Decay, 11

the ciomiGritigue.
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nant ;;ictaphor

o~

tho series, the danc1.:.

Anthony 3urgess vim.;s Powell's cm-

ployment of the dance and its :.i.tte:ndant 1.1.,sociations as a means of
and. purifyinr: certain events and ch<iractcrs. 7

stylizin~;

Hobert K. Horris su~~~ests

that the dance "attempts to capture the rhytlun of humanity itself. 11 8
.:;i~nificantly,

Host

Samllel Hynes secs the rnrwements of the dance as the course of

Time over which Powell's

ch:tractor~

have no control. 9

In reference to motifs underl,ylnr; Powell's ch•rac tcrization. there

have been a number of perceptive o:Jserv.i.tions.

For example, Arthur .Hizener

has identified one of the central l'.onflicts of the series--the strugr;lo be-

tween men of will anti tenacity <.i.nci tho::;e of chann and. ima~ination.10
tho proolcm in a somewhat di.ffcrcnt lii;;ht, Walter Allen has

reco~nized

:3!.'!ein1~

the

polari?.ation of those characters Hho have or are seeking power and their 0ppo.sites, persons envious of that power.ll

In terms of conflict patterns.

both James Hau 1 2 ~md Robert K. l1crris1 3havc stressed the shattering of il-

lusion by reality which Nick Jenkin::; must learn to accept.
Hen.::e, what one sees is that the series has been sharply scrutinized.

York:

7Anthony Bureess, The Novel Now: A GuLie to Contemporary Fiction (New
W.W. Norton & Company, Inc:-;-1967), p. 84.

8,\nthony Powell, The Novels of Anthony Powell
Pitt:3bure; Pre$S, 1968),
105.

P.

(Pittsburg:

9samuel Hynes, "Novelist of Socicty, 11 Com:.1onweal 1 LX.X.

Uniwn•sity of

(July 31. 1959),

p. 39?.
lOMizener, p.

BJ.

11\ri~lter Allen, The l•foflern Novel in Britain and the United States

York:

E. P. D.J.tton & C0:-;1964), p. 22')';

12James Hall, The Tragic Comedians

Press, 1963), p. l)J.
1 3aorris, p. '1.

(Bloom.i.."l.gton, Ind.:

(New

Indiana University
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Yet, it is only
quire a firmer

throu~h

a compilation of critical opinions that one can ac-

understandint~

of Powell's art.

reiterate that what is necd')d to

brin~

It is necessary once more to

the work into a clearer focus is a

vantar,e point from which to watch Powell's patterns of experience

emorgin~.

Throueh a complete study of Nick Jenkins as both narrator and youn'
man the much-needed point of reference will be provided.
will demonstrate is that Nick acts as a

brid~e

What this analysis

between form and content,

Ho is indispensable to the structure of the series as he is to its themes.
Heretofore, his function as narrator has been ably explored, but his importance as a character has only been hintoci at.
his role has not as yet bee:i elaborated.

Hcncl'l, the dual significance of

As will be s:'en, Nick, because of

his sensitivity, is the roundest of the sixty or so characters appearing in
the openine movement.
tain key conflicts

Indeed, he is round enough to contain and reflect cer-

motivatin~

the series.

One learns, for

ins~ance,

that the

conflict between the forces of will and imagination is resolved in Nick.
Encompa6sing the extremes, he is able to strike a balance between them.
rest of Powell's male

fi~ures

The

represent one or the other of these forces.

On

another level, it will be shown that Nick is the sole repository of the stru5gle between illusion and reality.

He is the only character both intelligent

and composed enough to perceive this pattern.
Yet, because Nick is a round character, he also possesses negative
traits, a matter which has been too
series.

li~htly

considered by critics of the

One finds that, although Nick more often than not preserves his

intogr.i ty, he is still extremely susceptible to the

(~larin~

pitfalls pre-

valent in Powell's world--er.ocentric regression, soxual promiscuity, and

-8-

emotional sterility.
several star.cs
the \·1011.

Nick may not be as decadent as his companions, but at

durin~

.Host

the initial movement, he can

si~ni.ficantly,

be

found with ono

le~

at the conclusion of l'ho Acccntance World, he

is left in ju.st such a compromisinr:; position.

This factor would seem to re-

fute Robert K. MoITis' contention that Nick successfully undorGocs a

11

cominr.

of age 11 or initiation ritual in the first star;e of Powoll 1 s chronicle.
re~ard

in

In

to Nick's character, this ro.attor deserves--and will receive--detailed

attention in a

succcedin~

section of this study.

however, that, by the end of

thirty, is still

strur.(~ling

It is important to note,

!!!£ Acccptei.nce World, Nick, who is approaching
to avoid the decadence and. evasion of responsi-

bility which aff.lict so many of his pocrs.

.

He has indoed received • social

education, but he has not truly transcended it.

This fact is offered now

merely as an indication of the complexity of Nick's role as a character.
Having posed Nick's dual role--that of persona and person--as a viable approach to the

int~icacies

of the series, one must now set out to

test and illustrate this proposition.

It will 13e seen that an examination

of his function as narrator and his significance as a character leads to
an understandJ.ng of both the form and the content of the series.

Beeinning

with Nick's meditations on the past, the roman fleuve receives its shape
from the narrator.

Throu~h

his perception of the dance as a means of im-

posing order on the past, Nick is able to see the fluctuations of reality
as a series of integrated movements.
by

These fluctuations are apprehended

him in terms of social patterns, of whi.ch he is the interpretor.

They

are visualized as steps in a ceaseless dance that is controlled by Time.
There are, howove:i:, two Nick Jenkinses with significant roles in the

-9-

series, the controllinr; intellieencc and the younl! man.
The younger Jenkins, existing nefore the importance of the dance has
b~cn

perceived, reflects the patterns of conflict which the older Nick il-

luminates.

Often, his own conduct offers a caso in point to oxcmplify the

later dialectical observations on the part of the narrator.

In other

words, Nick Jenkins '.i.·eprescnts a pair of inter-actint; circuits--the one ;in
artistic medium and tho othor, a

youn~

man adrift in society.

To follow

the flow of Powell's fiction through these circuits provides an accurate

and concise means of evaluating the direction of the series.

-10-

~HGK JENKINS AUD

THE FUNCTION OF THE DANGE

-

--

--

In the opening movement of A .LAnce to the Music of 'l'irnc, Anthony

Powell designates

1

thc dance' as the central metaphor for the entire series.

To Nick Jenkins, trho is entrusted with defining the dance by Powell, this
:imaec acts as a key to the past.
pcricnce into a cohesive whole.

It offers a means of organizing past exIn addition, the dance presents an all-

encompassin!i, over-expandine zrasp of reality.

illustrated.

This

})Oint

will shortly be

At any rate, seen in its proper torms--aGcuratcly interpreted,

as it were--tho dance not only contains but also explains social histor"J.
Then. too, as will be demonstrated, there are broader aspects of the dance
as well.

In a specific sense. however, as Samuel Hynes has contended, the

series--ruled by the dance--is used as a means of clarifying

11

thc structure

of relationships through which m.:in finds his identity. 11 14 It is Nick

Jenkins who most profits from this clarification.
The world which Nick inhabits and reflects is go•1crned by irnperrnanencc
and. unpredictability.

Hore reflective th.an his peers, youn:: Jenkins is

frequently stune by the disparity between what seems to be and what is.
For ex.ample, he watches as apparently
Peter Templer and Charles

Strin~ham

bindin~

adolescent friendships with

are diminished by the passate of time.

Engendered by the false security of school-life at Eton, tho relationships
are frayed by the

exi~encies

14Hynes, p. 396.

of reality, which is in constant flux.

Frcm
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this as well as other sir.lilar occurrences, Nick r;radually bcr;ins to understand that what is true for the present moment is subject to modification
by T:Une.

Moreover, his experience, within the confines of younr; manhood,

teaches him that 'rime cannot be transcended.

Consequently, this proposition

and its intricate corollarios evoke confusion and disillusionment in younc
Jenkins.

D~spite

life thwarted.
present is

his 1ntellir;ence, Nick finds his attempts to interpret

The apparatus of reality remains unclear to h:L'n, for the

char~ed

with far too many complexities to be apprehended easily.

The result of his 1ntc:U.ectual frustration is a resistance to chanr.e and an
inclination toward the avoidance of actuality.
Contributini; to Nick's confusion is the influence- which Chance seems
to oxert upon life.

More often than not, events cmcree to him as the

products of imperceptible and unforeseen forces.

There appears, then, an

inconsistency underlyinc; the movemcmts of individuals and society.

short, eventualities are often inexplicable.

In

For instance, Nick observes

persons who are seeminzly anointed for success, like his prep-school chum
Charles Stringham,

lapsin~

into indolence and failure.

Correspondin~ly,

un-

qualified individuals unaccountably rise, usurping the rewards intended for
those of

Strin~ham's

calibre.

Such a fi[ure is Kenneth Widmerpool, brutish

and supposedly incompetent, who imposes his will on society, climbing upw~rd

as rapidly as

Strin~ham

declines.

In the apparent scheme of

such a possibility has not been foreseen.

For Nick, the

thin~s,

re~ularity

with

which similarly surprising events rnaterializo threatens the precision of his
intellect.

Thus, life assumes the proportions of a maze of anomalous events.

While livin, within the scope of his youn, manhood, Nick cannot identify the
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patterns contained within the maze.

What

~

Dance !:2. ih£ Music 2£.

~

is

concerned with is the interpretation of the ostensibly chaotic flux of life.
Tho basis for Nick's bewilderment lies in his imrolverncnt with the
present.

As a yount; man, Nick, unable to perceive the subtle effects of

the past on the prcsont or to foresee the future, suffers from a narrow p6r-

spective in h:ts nttempt to locate order in social ox.perience.

As he later

learns, events simply cannot be fUlly understood from the standpoint of tho
present.
is too

Life is not

cau~ht

somethin~

up in it.

explicable forces he is

that he can work out at his leisure, for ho

Thus, Nick finds himself influenced
seekin~

to define.

the same in-

As he eventually discovers, tho

solution lies in the rotrospectivo analysis of life.

,By lookin~

perience from a distance of time. Nick is liberated from its
mediacy.

by

Once removed from an earlier time and

existin~

back on ex-

blindin~

im-

outside its pres-

sures, he can reconstruct the entire development of an event.

Then, too,

the advanta&e of recollection allows him to vieu an action in terms of its
past and future as well as its present.

Therefore, the threads of experience

which dictate a certain action can bo traced.

And, in addition, an incident

can be viewed in tenns of its fUture consequences.

Throueh tho process of

reflection, Nick is able to extract an event from tir.le and to examine it from
its past and future.

Repeating tho identical approach with a series of events,

Nick succeeds in imposin' order on the past.
At the be,inning of

~

ture for the entire series.

Question

.2£

UJ?brinr.in~,

Powell sets forth an over-

At this point, Nick Jenkins himself' first per-

ceives experience in the context of a rlance.

This perception is virtually

-13-

syncnomous with a rc1iscovery of the past. 1 5 The rcm~n fleuvo receives its
direction as an older Nick peers out a window at snow
excavatin~

in the street below.

Watchin~

di~~crs

on workmon

the men warm themselves moment-

arily over a brazier, Nick concoivcs the sccno in
The movements of the

fallin~

extre..~ely

formal terms.

about the fire appear to him as similar to

"comedians r;ivine formal expression to the concept of the cold. 1116 Suddenly the street-scone stirs a string of associations in Nick's mind.
first, he envisaees

cla~sical

analogues to the

At

L.~borers:

For so::ne reason, the sir.;ht of snow descend.in~ on fire always
makes me think of tho ancient world--lcr,iono.ires in sheepskin
warmin~ themselves at a brazier; mountain alt~rs where of ferines
&low between wintry pillars; centaurs with torches canterin:;
beside a frozen sca--scattered un-coordinated phapes from a
fabulous pa3t, infinitely removed from life; and yet bri..~r.in&
with the:n memories of things real and :i..In.agincd.17
Under a close analysis, the legionairos and centaurs act as a
tween life and art.

brid~e

be-

The workmen have been transposed into their historical

archotypcs--lc:;ionaires--and are then viewed in ritualistic ter.ns as centaurs.

What Nick has done is to link the seen with the unseen, the real

and the unreal, thereby

adriin~

depth and definition to the role of workman.

The synthesis which has taken place

brin~s

reality into a sharper focus, en-

l.5The inevitable comparison between Time and Proust's Romembranc~ !2.f.
Things Past has been advanced by a number of critics and reviewers. '!'he
thread of association in Powell's series is much less intricate, however,
and it reveals more aoout recaptured events than the psychological state
of the narrator. With regard to distinctions betNecn the two works,
Bergonzi has contended that while Marcel is self-absorbed, Nick is immersed
in the lives of others. (p. Jl.)

.2£.

16Anthony Powoll, ~ Question .EK lJEbrtnrrJ.n~. in h_ Danco 12 ~Music
(Bostons Little, Brotm and Company, 1955), I, p. l.

~

17~•• pp. 1-2.

dowinc the real world with the dit:;nity of timelessness.

The tableau of the

workmen frozen a!Y.>ut the fire represents a purification of the scene, a process occurrin~ throu~hout the whole of the serins.18
Tho next correspondence passine throur,h Nick's consciousness is that
of a paintin{! by Poussin entitled

11

The Four Seasons."

And with it, the aes-

thetic process engar.inl! Nick's mind reaches its consummate form.

The activity

of conscious selection has led to an imae;e which embraces the wholo of life.

Now the workmen have been transformed,

shi~tin~ throu~h

roles of

le~ionaire

and centaur into an ultimate compression and illumination of reality.

They

have been depersonalized, returned first to ancient and then to mythological

.

analor,uez of themselves.

In a flash of insight the tableau of the workmen

has been refined,

evolvin~

plications of the

d~nce

into a vision of life.

Thus, the

lar~er

im-

are identifiable in Poussin's art:

••• the men themselves ••• suddenly sug~ested Poussin's scene in which
the Seasons, hand in hand and facing outward, tr~ad in rhythm to
the notes of the lyre that the winged and naked greybeard plays.
The image of Time brought thou~hts of mortality ••• 19
As is apparent, according to Nick's reasoning, Poussin's painting transcends reality because, within the context of the narrator's experience, it
explains and clarifies life.
art's sake' creed.
ner.

One sees that Nick adheres to no 'art for

Instead he utilizes art in an extremely practical man-

The attraction of the scene is bound up in its relation to the world.

The transition from the ephemeral seasons to mortal human beincs is tho log18Bur:;ess, p. 84.
19 QU, p. 2.
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ical association to make.

Nick's memory, thon, has been ir,nited by art, a

process which will be renewed ac;ain and ar,ain.
Now, under the influence of the dance--which compresses and includes
the esscnco of human life in a
part in this new framework.

sin~le

scene--Nick starts to view his own

F'inding the connection between art and life

has supplied a way of redeeming experience i'or the narrator.

Nick comes to

realize that events and relationships which had seemed either mundane or inexplicable assume now meaning when correlatives can be located in art.

Fo.r

Nick--refined, articlllate, analytical--art imposes order on the past.
Poussin's painting has validity for him because it illumines and strllctures
reality.

Indeed, it becomes quite clear that for Anthony Powell, via Nick,

the interpretation of the dance of time makes the present mcaninr,ful.20
The effort to understand poses an alternative, purposeful and secure, to a
past which has been at times sterile and chaotic.

And, in addition, as

Samuel Hynes has maintained, this analysis provides one with a sense of
identity.
Having perceived the importance of the dance, Nick is prepared for his
retreat into the past.

Armed with a means of integrating experience, he re-

turns to his early days at prep-school:
Classical associations made me think, too, of days at school, where
so many forces, hitherto unfamiliar, had become in due course
uncompromisingly clear.21
Having seen how the dance acts as the impetus for Powell's series, one
must now

reco~nize

its dual significance.

20Hall, pp. 1Jl-1J2.

219Q.,

p.

2.

Upon thorough examination, the ef-
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mont~r.e-like;

fects of this central metaphor are
composition must be apprehended.

theroforc, tho whole of its

As has been sur,r.estc1, the larr.er impli-

cations of tho dance are concern')d, in general, with life itself.

With ref-

erence to the overall cf feet of the imar.e, Robert Morris interprets the dance
as an attempt "to capture the rhythm of humanity. 11 22

Ono mieht acid that the

dance seems to represent the life process in its oroadest meaninr..

What one

comes to see is that such a representation is the ultimate effect of the
monta~e.

Yet, contained within this overall depiction is a more minute and

complex series of movemcnts--the dance of British society interpreted by tho
artist and convoyed by Nick Jenkins.

It is related in a set of specific

events and perfonncd by a highly individualized cast
tion within the lRr~or pattern comprises

11

~f

characters.

The ac-

the intricate measure of society. 11 23

Tho inner dance reveals patterns which individuals and society as a whole
assuoe.

Subject to the piping of the music of Time, the dancers cannot re-

gulate the conditions of the dance.

In contrast, the

imposed on these patterns, while still

operatin~

lar~or

dance super-

under tho same unalterable

laws, is alle:;orical in quality.

It contains the inner movement and yet pos-

sesses an independent existence.

Stimulated by Poussin's "Seasons" it de-

picts in various movements man's attempt to transcend the conditions of tho
dance and his corresponding decay.
Once Nick has discovered the dance as a means of organizing experience,
he has arrived at a fo:nnal approach to the past.
functions in a manner akin to Poussin's
221·1orris, p. 105.
23Hynes, p.

;97.

paintin~.

As a result, art consistently
It serves both to reinforce
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the continuum of life

su~i;ested

by

the

dance and to

alle~orical

desi~nate

certain strateeic events.

Then, too, Nick constantly resorts to pictorial

analogies to introduce new

ch~racters.

ironic

com.~entary

Sometimes this practice furnishes

on a specific character; at other times, it is employed

to prefigure an individual's destmy.

From this predisposition toward art,

one can develop another aspect of Nick's role as narrator.

Hence,

overture as an example, Raymond G. McCall :naintains that Nick
not so much by years as by his
forms. 11

increasin~

11

citin~

the

l1easures time

awareness of tho pattern life

1'1orcovGr--accordine to McCall--recognizing

11

signifi~ance

the

tails he had ie;nored or minimized in the past, 11 Nick resembles

11 a

of de-

painter

re-working a canvas. 11 24 Consequently, his narrative i,s suffused with instances of

parallelis~

and contrast, balance and pattern.

These elements,

then, are adopted by Nick to unify his examination of the past.
!:, Q!!_vcr• ~.

~.i

exemplifies ·::.his method of

shapin~

experience.

The

second novel in the series, it receives its direction from a work of art and
evolves in parallel events.

Whereas Poussin's

paintin~

construction of his adolescence in !:, Question .2£.

has led Nick to a re-

Upbrin~,

"The Boyhood of

Cyrus" performs an identical function in the succeedine narrative. 2 5 This
canvas

w~s

a youthful production of the elderly bohemian, Mr. Deacon, an old

friend of the Jenkins family.

Mediocre in quality, Mr. Deacon's

important to Nick because of the associations

radiatin~

from it.

paintin~

is

The work it-

self is so non-descript that Nick merely characterizes it as portraying a
24itaymond G. McCall. "Anthony Powell's Gallery, 11 Coller.e E."lglish, XX.VII
(December 1965), p. 227.
2.5x·1cCall has scrupulously compiled the si:nificant instances in which
Nick either employs art to clarify life or his recollections are ignited by it.
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"remotely classical scenc. 11 26 Using

11

Thc Boyhood of Cyrus" as a point of de-

parture, Nick recalls his ill-fated pursuit of the vacuous Barbara
Influenced by the associations
throu~h

~manatin!

Gorin~.

from the canvas, Nick is guided

the reconstruction of much of his younr. manhood.

As will be seen, he

remembors this segment of his life in terms of parallel events.

Thus, the sig-

nificance of the canvas cannot be restricted to Nick's fUtilo relationship wlth
Barbara.

Memories are stirred of a dinner party at the Walpole-Wilsons 1 , a

dance at the Huntorcombes 1 --at which he drops Barbara for gcod--and a mid.nir.;ht

party given by M1J.ly Andriadis.

These events occur on the same evening.

between tho dance and Milly's !}arty, Nick bumps into Mr. Deacon, whom he

seen since childhood.
Andriadis
worlds.

~athcrinr;

Accompanied oy the shabby

paint~r,

In
h~sn'

t

Nick attends the

at which he is introduced to both the business and bohemian

Later, dividing his time between the two, he attends a parallel fourth

party, celebrating .Hr. D:'.)acon' s birthday.

The night is sienificant because Mr.

Deacon tumbles down a flight of stairs and dies within the week.
parties to mark time, Nick divides his

n~rrative

parts, coverin~ approximately ei~hteen months.27
has been stimulated by Mr.

D~acon's

art.

Using the

into four virtually equal
In the beginning, his memory

The past has been re-opened and Nick.

operatin: under the fonnal approach inspired by the orieinal overture, structures experience accordingly.

With reference to the first and third novels of

Powell's first movement, it is :lmpcrtant to note that events are balanced in a
26Anthony Powell, !::_ Bl!Yer' s Market, in ! llince !2, ~ Husic .2£ ~
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1955), I, P• 15.

27Mizenor. p. 81.
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similar fashion.28
For Nick, art not only disciplines the past, but also provides

si~nposts

with which to designato important occurrences.

In many instances, the outcomo

of the event itself is foretold by the marker.

A case in point can be found

in~

Buver 1 s Market when Nick renews his acquaintance with Jean Templer, sis-

of a f onner school chum and now the wife of a businessman.
taking a holiday with the Templer family, Hick,

stun~

havior, had contracted his first sexual infatuation.

As an adolescent

by Jean's capricious be-

Subsequent exposure to

Suzette, a French girl, and Barbara Uorine has cooled Nick's interest in
However, about seven years after their first

meotin~.

Jean~

Nick encounters her as a

house-{!Uest at the country castle of Sir Maenus Donner.s, an influential ind.ustrialist and patron of the arts.
been

inspectin~

Immediately before noticing Jean, Nick has

some tapestries lining the dining room.

The

or~y

depicted on

the walls foreshadows an oventual affair between Jean and Nicki
They illustrated the Seven Deadly Sins. I found mysolf seated
opposite Luxuria. ••• a winged and horned female fit;uro ••• hold:i.n~
between fin~er and thumb one of her plump, naked breasts ••• In
the back~round, the open doors of a pillared house revealed a
four-poster bed ••• under the canopy of which a couple lay clenched
in a priapic grapple • .A.~ong trces ••• further couples and groups,
three or four of them at least, were similarly o~cupicd in smaller
houses and Oriental tents; or; in one case, simply on the ground.29
28A similar parallelism infuses the two other novels in the opening
movement. In gg_, school-life begins and ends the narrative; in between episodes
at ~ton and Cambridge are interspersed visits made by Nick to Stringham's home,
the Ternpl~r mansion, and Madame Leroy's resort. In AW, the stipulations of Hrs.
Erdleigh's prophecy balance tho novel. Nick's affair with Jean and the HembersQuig~in strug~le for the favor of St. John Clarke, an a~ing novelist, recoive
almost equal treatment.
29fil, p. 190.
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cnga~e

Prior to lunch, they

in a lively ccrnr:ientary on the antics before them.

In the prophetic chatter, Nick spots a locked couple which seems to bo aided
by a satyr and wonders what the creature'~

that he is a friend of the family,
someone of that sort about.

addin~

rolo is.
that

11

In reply, Jean speculates

All newly-married couples havo

Sometimes several.

Didn't you know ••• 7uJO

D!!-

spite the favorable trappine;s, the affd.ir does not bo&in until several years
later--related

l!,

in~

Acceptance World.

Jean's surmise concerning the menar.,£

trois foreshadows her confession to Nick of a previous affair with Jim.'Tl.Y

Stripline, a washed-up race-car driver.

In his

tapestry to rope off this reunion with Jean.

n~rration,

Nick has used the

The marker acts as a correl.oi.tive

in art for what will occur later.
The third and most fateful

meetin~

betwe•m the predestined lovers is,

like the others, influenced by art and Chance.

In his recollection of it, Nick

displays his inclination for endowing a real moment with its classical equivalents.
He also selects an associative image to commemorate the spot where he and Jean
first embrace.

Once more coincidence has framed the scene.

Dinin: in a London

hotel, Nick runs into Peter Templer, whose wife and sister have

~one

to a nearby

After a few drinks, they are joined by Mrs. Templer, a beauty and former

movie.

toothpaste model, and, of course, Jean, whose husband has t4ken a business trip
to South America.

Nick accepts an invitation to the Templer home for the week-

end and the party drives through the
ployin~

snow-cloe~ed

city toward the suburbs.

a highly visual technique, Nick records the atmosphere:

JOroid., p. 192.

Em-
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••• ~rotesque build.in:s, which in daytime resembled the temples of
::>ome shoddy, utterly unsympathetic .Ulantis, now assumed the
appearance of an Arctic city•:;; frontier forts. Veiled in snow,

these hideous ITlonuments of a lost world bordered a broad river of
black, f oaminr, slush, across the surface of which the car skim.~ed
and jolted with a harsh cro;.cklinc; sound, as if the liquid beneath
were scalding hot.Jl
conveyed~

Ironically, Nick's verbal brush-strokes have
lost world and half Hell.
an underworld, a

The scene also suggests that he has descended into

forei~n re~ion

for a young man of hi3 comparative inexperience.

Moreover, presiding over the first embrace is
plications.
divin~

Stygian setting, half

~nother :irna.~e

with mythological im-

It is an "electrically illuminated youne. lo:dy in a bathing clress 11

"eternally throueh the petrol-tainted air. 11 who never reaches

of the pool to which she endlessly glides."

11

the water

With the compulsive futility of a

Narcissus, she "Like some image of arrested development ••• returns forever ••• to
the sprinr.board from which she started her leap. 11 32

Immediately following the

appearance of the ciiving fieure, Nick and Jean, without plausible explanation,
fall into one another's arms.

Upon reaching the Templer mansion, they assume

the relative roles foretold on the tapestry.
Nick's observations at the conclusion
illustration of the

disc~pline

of~ ~yer•s

Market provide another

which art exerts on his sense of perception.

circumstances preceding and shaping the moment are worth noticing.

The

He has just

endured his first sexual experience--and a somnambulistic one--in which he and
Gypsy Jones, a sluttish egoist, have

aL~ost

experience has jolted his romantic cast.

hypnotically tumbled into bed.

!hen, too, later in the

JlAnthony Powell, ~Acceptance World. in ~ Dance
Little, Brown and Company, 1955), I, p. 64.

(Boston:

J2Ibid.

~ !:!1£

eve~ing,

Music

The
he

.2£. ~
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has dined with Kenneth Wid!nerpool, whom Nick,

pelled to accept as an equal.

a~ainst

Horeover, the link between him •nd the brutish

Widmerpool is ropu:;nant but inescapable to Nick.
confused ruid dejected, starts for homo.
by

a sense of dissociation.

state onto the

surroundin~s.

his c;rain, has been com-

Dcpartinr; Wic'merpool, Nick,

Walkinr; by a cathedral, he is overcome

In the moment's confusion, he grafts his emotional
In

retrosp~ct,

Nick narrates this moment in an ex-

tremoly stylized manner:
For some reason, perhaps the height of the tower ••• the area
:i.rmnediately adjacent to the cathedral imparts a sense <xf vertigo, a dizziness almost alarming in its intensity: lines and
curves of red brick appearing to meet in a kind of vortex: •• .,
and now the buildings seemed that evening almost as if they
might suing slowly forward from their bases, and downward in
complete prostration.JJ
Tho significance of Nick's sketch can be interpreted on both a superficial and a symbolic level.

In the first instance, he has recalled the tower

as a desiznation of the moment durin, which a sense of dissociation seized him.
The setting function associatively, linked with mood in his memory.

Then, too,

as is so often the case with Nick, a manifestation of art--this time, architecture-sticks out in his recollection of an event.
of this picture, Nick

ha~

With regard to the symbolic import

indulged in a transference of emotion akin to the poetic

device of the pathetic fallacy.

This indulgence occurs within the living moment.

We are told that previously the area has affected him with dizziness.

Yet, on

this particular evening, he transfers his mood, dejection to the surroundings.

By enforcing his feelings on the area, Nick intensifies the already imminent vertir,o.

Understanding the day's events is crucial to the process involved.

JJBH, p. 274..

In the
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afternoon, ho

under~oes

an empty experience with Gypsy.

he realizes that ho and Widmcrpool arc

revolvin~

Taken sinc;ly or in combination, both events are
.fnct, the d8.y has been a humiliation for him.
on the

In the early

evenin~,

in the same sexual sphere.
dama~inr;

to his self-image.

In

Thus, Nick projects hi~ depression

The buildin,s, then, appear to be swine;ing toward a prostration

sottin~.

to which Nick himself, reeling under the weir;ht of the day, would like to sue-

cumb.

Tho possibility of prone

sense of defeat.

buildin~s

constitutes a correlative for his

As a consequence, the scene reflects symbolically his dis-

sociative mood.
Another manner in which Nick uses art is to introduce characters.

As in

the case of Charles Stringham, his portrait is ironic ·and prophetic.34 While at
Eton, Stringham, because of his eccentricity and ingenuity, has won Nick's admiration.

He is the first of a series of figures who will fascinate and in-

fluence Nick.

Seemingly a young man for whom success in life is assured, Strin,-

ham, to the contrary, has manic-depressive qualities which eventually undermine
his early promise.

In recallin: his first important friend, Nick selects a

pictorial likeness that is prophetic of Stringham's unhappiness and ultimate

dis[? olu ti on:
He was tall and dark, and looked a little like one of those stiff,
sad young men in ruffs, who5e long legs take up so much room in
sixteenth-century portraits ••• His features certainly see~ed to belong
to that epoch of pain.tin~: the faces in Elizabethan miniatures,
lively, obstinate, generous, not very happy, .and quite relentless.J5
Moreover, to Stringham are ascribed ironic features.

Nick chooses a historical

resemblance that makes Stringham's eventual dissipation even more pronounced.

J4ricca11, p. 229.

J.5g[,

pp. 8-9·
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The rather romantic yough looks a

11

youn:;er--and far sli:hter--version of

Veronese• s Alexander receivinr; the children .of .D:lrius after the Battle of
Issus, with the same
the temples. 11 .36
bility in

hi~h

forehead and sur.ccstion of hair thinning a bit at

In this portrait, Nick has found a correspondence for the no-

Strin~ham 1

s countenance and also conjured up a hero, Alexander, whose

might is juxtaposed with the youn!; man 1 s weakness.

In much the same way, Nick employs this inclination toward portra i.ture
in his description of the slut, Gypsy Jones.

In order to appreciate the irony

in the analogue Nick has chosen for he:r, one must trace Gypsy through her various metamorphoses.

An aesthetic process s).milar to that which Nick utilized

in purifying the workmen is here involved.

However, nc>w it serves to delineate

a reductio ad absurdum of the "raphic equivalent of Gypsy, a debasement of art
by reality.

Upon first meeting Gypsy, Nick emphasizes the meaness of her ap-

pearance:
Her face was pale, and she possessed an almost absurdly impudent
expression, in part natural outcome of her cast of features, but
also ••• product of her temperament. She looked like a thorouehly
ill-conditioned errand-boy ••• she ••• clutched a pile of papers under
her ann ••• sug~esting the appearance of one of those insects who
carry burdens ••• lareer than their ovm puny fram.e.37
She is also characterized as having a boyish
Her role in life is that of

bohemi~n

fi~ure

camp-follower.

2nd severely-clipped hair.
At the time of her in-

troduction, she is living in a shabby corner of Mr. Deacon's antique shop. It
is a nook to which Nick is, in due course, drawn.

The inexplicable premeditations of Chance brin, them together on the after36roid.
37BM, p. 88.
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noon of Mr.

~aeon's

funeral.

The old painter has succumbed after

down a flir,ht of stairs on his oirthday.

Refusin~

tumblin~

to attend the funeral be-

cause it is antithetical to her beliefs, Gypsy stays :in to prepare for a costume party that
Jenkins.
aminin~

The
her

She plans to r,;o as .H..'ve and previews her fig leaf for

evenin~.

enga~ement

n~erwards,

that follows is brief and somewhat mechanical.

:t:;x-

Nick notices • marked resemblance between Gypsy and

his former love, Barbara Goring.

Then, too, she summons a pi.ctorial identity

into Nick's thou(",hts:
This likeness to Barbara was more clf'.'arly indicated, however, than
by a merely mental comparison of ~hcory, bccnusc ••• Gypsy lay upon
the divan, her hands before her, lookin~, perhaps rather selfconsciously, a little like Goya's Maja nudo--or possibly ••• that
picture's derivative, Manet• s Olympia ••• JS
..
The similarity between Gypsy and the Haja exemplifies Nick's ironic use of

pictorial detail.

The ccmparison underscores the disparity between Gypsy's

sterility and the Maja 1 s grand passion.

from this correspondence are

strikin~.

'l'hen, too, the nuances

emanatin~

Gypsy's masculinity acts as a trans-

mogrification of the Maja's celebrated beauty.

Also, through association

with Gypsy, the Maja 1 s eroticism appears somehow diminished.

And, as a re-

sult of Nick's intimacy with Gypsy, he is implicated in the absurdity and meaninglessness of the moment.

There is an element of self-revelation in Nick's

choice of an equivalent.
Since his sensibility is so disciplined in the charting of correlatives
between art and life, Nick is sensitive as well to the resemblances between
people.

One of the more

intri~uing

aspects of his narrative is the frequency

with which he identifies similarity between characters.

This habit represents
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another ox.ample of tho intricate pattern of the dance.

Thus, in the pre-

viously-quoted passage, Barbara Goring and Gypsy Jones are linked.
it seems as i f he has actually made love to Barbara.

The incident with Gyp-

sy ends in typical fashion with Nick's bafflement at the
blo pattorn

circulatin~ thrcu~h

To Nick,

stran~e,

impercepti-

experience:

••• I could not help being struck, not only by a kind of wonder
that I now had found myself, as it were, with Barbara in conditions once pictured as beyond words vain of achievement, but
also at that same moment by a sense almost of solemnity at this
latest illustration of the pattern that lifo forms.39
Horeover, this scnso of correspondences between pe<'.lple is more rule than exception in Nick's world.

In a

surprisin~

nwnber of instances, an individual

is merely a social equation, a composite of the people' around him.

As Ber-

nard Bergonzi has pointed out, the characters in Nick's narrative are
together in a ccmplcx network.

lin.~ed

They are all related in some way, throu"h

blood, friendship, profession or gossip.40
As has also been noticed by Raymond G. McCall, seemingly different kinds

of people are invested with similarities of appearance, mannerism, and character. 41

A.

fascinating illustration of this motif occurs when Nick is first

introduced to Milly Andriadis, an exotic former courtesan, who is reputed to
have once been involved with the royal family.
party, he is unable to place her.
he remembers whom she resembles:

J9Tuid., P• 2.58.
Lioaergonzi, p. Jl.
41McCall, P• 2Jl.

Under the influence of Milly's

Yet, later, on the night of his dizziness,
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••• it camo to me in a flash who it was Mrs. Andriadis h~d resembled when I had seen her at the party in Hill Street. She recalled ••• two persons I had met; and ~lthou~h these two were differcnt ••• their elements were combined in her. 1'hoso two woro
Strin~ham•s mother and her former secretary, Miss Weedon.42
hhat is ironic is that Milly, who has become Strin:;hrun 1 s mistress, should com-

bine the attributes of Mrs. Foxe, Stringham 1 s thrice-divorced, but still desirable mother, and Miss Weedon, Strin:ham 1 s fastidious caretaker, who later
in the series, becomes his duenna.
tesquo way.

Set sail on a

Mrs. Andria.dis fills both roles in a

prolon~ed bin~e,

~ro-

Stringham has taken up with her.

Though much the femme fatale, Milly, besides dispensing sexual favors, also
attempts to protect Charles from a more chaotic life.
under her

win~,

meanwhile functioning as a perverse

tective, lover and nurse.

She tries to keep him

mo~her,

sensual and pro-

Already reeling beyond her influence, Stringham

soon drops her.
Then, too, Nick reco,nizes similarities between various types of people.
For instance, Uncle Giles, Nick's. uncle, and Mr. Deacon are 1L1ked by their
contempt for the wealthy or the eminently successful.

Thus, Mr. Deacon loathes

the portraits of Isbister, an artist he is reputed to have been friendly with,
because he has been installed in the Royal Academy.

Correspondingly, Uncle

Giles, a shabby figure, attributes all worldly success to the matter of "know-

ine someone. 11

By the same token, Nick perceives similarities between certain

lusty older women.

In

!::.

Question

tween two such personages.

!?£. Upbringin~,

he discovers a parallel be-

While visitin: the Templers 1 , he encounters Gwen Mc-

Reith, a buxom womnn of indeterminate age, who is young Peter•s clandesti.."'le lover.
Then, staying at Madame Leroy's summer resort, Nick meets Madame Dubuisson, an

42

1!1,

P• 2TJ.
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older wcman with a questionable background.

F..namored of a jeune fille named

Suzette, Nick mistakes the Had.rune for the Mademoiselle and r;ives the older
woman an ardent
correspondin~

~ood-bye

kiss.

In~

Buyer's Market, Mrs. Andriadis acts a

part.

What this parallelism demonstrates is that the movements of the dance
also affect characterization.

Under the discipline of the dance, Nick begins

not only to divide events into integral parts but also to view characters as
belon~ing

to distinct categories.

The major manifestations of this proportion-

ing of people will be taken up in the followint chapter.

For the moment. these

examples are :llltended to emphasize the all-pervasive influence of motif in
Nick's presentation of experience.
What one sees, then, in relation to the form of ! lli.nce to
~

is that the

much an artist.

controllin~ :llltelli~ence

~

Music of

of tho sories. Nick Jenkins, is very

Once the epiphany of the dance has affected him, Nick

be~ins

to interpret life as ceaseless movement weaving in consistent patterns, all
contained within one broad sweeping design.
society; the

lar~er

The inner whirl is that of British

motion, that of mortality.

the relationship of art to life is established.

At the outset of the narration,
In the mind of a mature Nick,

it is art which imposes order on amorphous history.

Throu~h

the crucible of

purification, it is that which elevates the banal image of workmen
wintry street into a higher reality, the dance of life.
volves ar1'und the principle of correspondences.

di~F.ing

on a

Thus, his memory re-

For Nick, making the proper

and precise connection between the real and the unreal constitutes the creative
act which infuses life wit!1 meaning-.

Yet, within the inner dance, art is used as a means of clarifying events
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and

characterizin~

people.

As we have seen, specific manifestations of art--

such as the tapestry and the towcr--are connected to significant events in the
memory of the narrator.

Horoover, the import of these signposts often fore-

tells or reflects the quality of tho associated experience.

In this manner,

the ort;Y depicted on the tapestry prefir.ures the eventual rite to be enacted by
Nick and Jean.

In his revision of the past, then, Nick discovers a nearly mys-

tical correspondence between the symbols presiding over a scene and the substance of the scene itself.

The rediscovery of the past is effected through a

series of symbols which invests amorphous experience with continuity.
11

From

The Boyhood 0£ Cyru.s 11 to the neon bathing beauty, individual tokens in the

SY77lb!>lic chain both order life and illuminate thQ mean;in: of particular incidents.

Mr. D--.,acon 1 s

relations with Barbara.

paintin~,

for example, induces in Nick the memory of his

It is a hazy, ineffectual work, the quality of which

is ironically analogous to the intensity of their relationship.
ner, as a totem, the frustrated
affair with Jean.

bathin~

1n a like man-

beauty foreshadows the failure of Nick's

Then, too, its mechanical persistence suggests the desperate

energy with which new affairs will be undertaken by the occupants of the car.
In due course, Mona will leave Templer,

takin~

up with J. G. Quigi;in; Jean

will return to her husband, while Nick will marry someone else.

Not only a

markor, the neon diver reflects the flux of society.
Through a like process, art, represented by actual paintings, functions
as a revelation of character.

By selectine equivalents in art for specific in-

dividuals, Nick illuminates individual destinies.
while

re-examinin~

It must be remembered that

the past, Nick, because of his advanced position in time,

is cognizant of the fates of his former companions.

lbubtless, at

~ee

four-
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teen, when ho first encounters Stringham, young Jonkins did not notice the resemblance between his school-chum and Veronese's

11

A1.exander. 11

From a distance

of years, however, the correspondence, substantiated by fate, seems appropriate
to the :inner eye of the narrator.

l'o

compare Alexander and

of course, for time has exposed the latter's weakness.

Strin,~ham

is ironic,

In the light of future

events, the choice of Alexander as an equivalent reinforces Stringham's eventual degeneration.

Similarly, the association of Gypsy Jones with the Naked

Haja establishes tho slattern's absurdity, for she is virtually sexless.
likeness consists in pose only.

The

The disparity between Gypsy's boyishness and

the Maja 1 s voluptuous appearance dramatizes her puny claims to womanhood.

In

the final analysis, the correspondences located in art can either enrich or
transmogrify reality.

Thus, the contrast between the

transfi~uration

of the

workmen and the diminution of Gypsy verifies the potential uses of art within
the intelligence of Nick Jenkins.
All in all, what Nick has done is to adapt the dance metaphor to life.
dance places the past in a context of order and provides a means of
social history.
terns.

The

ev~luating

It disciplines Nick so that life becomes perceivable in pat-

.Also, as Arthur .Hizener maintains, the dance

11

proposes that we contemplate

the interactions of tnese brief lives as constituting a loosely woven pattern
within which parallels, contrasts, repetitions will occasionally occur, sometimes planned by the characters, sometimes not. 11 4J
Nick sees to which we must now address ourselves.
a

fi~re

of no small magnitude within the dance.

4JMizener, p. 85.

It is the quality of wha:t
It will be realized that he is
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NICK Jhi'\lKINS AND THr.; DL:iSOCIA'rIVB EXIS'l'l!.'NCE

In order to understand Nick as a character, one must accept him as a prod..

uct of his times.
rator and

youn~

At the outset, it is necessary to separate his roles as nar-

man.

One must see, then, that as the controlline intelligence

for the series, Nick is detached from the past.
a world that no lone;er exists.

In effect, he is reconstructing

Moreover, the perception of the dance has lib-

erated him from the disorder of the past.

As narrator, Nick has hit upon • con-

text in which all experience is contained and patterns, of social bchOivior are
clarified.

kn older Nicholas Jenkins can depend on the benefits of a detached

perspective.

He is viewing life from the security of distance, estranged from

the exigencies of young manhood.

These are the advantages of conducting a re-

flective narration.
Yet, as is obvious, the narrator and the young man are not quite the same
person.

The former has passed through the circuit of experience; the other is

still caught in the tunnel.

Then, too, Jenkins the

controllin~ intelli~ence

has struck upon the power of the dance to orr,anize reality; the other, a living
character, has no such corn.fort; he is moving within the con.fines of the dance,

stepping uncertainly, rather self-consciously in
his character.

keepin~

with the sensitivity of

It is Nick the dancer and not the formulator of the dance with·

whom we are now entirely concerned.

It will be seen that the conflicts which

materialize in the inner dance of British society are contained within his char-

acter.

Meanwhile, one must remember that what separates the character frcm the

narrator is a matter of time.

One lives under indeterminate circumstances, ex-
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iled from the past, peering out at excavators hunched in a stark, wintry tableau.

We know

ters.

The other, youne; Nick, bclone;s to a definite time, eoverncd by a chaotic

reality.

nothin~

of his present life, not even the character of his quar-

Hence, the conditions of that specific era--Britain, 1921-Jl--press

in on the consciousness of youn~ Nick. 44 Tho qualities he discerns in society
are reflected within himself.

Not having been released by the dance, Nick is

very much a part of the society he contem!)lates.

is not likely to inspire certitude in a

youn~

Thus, the world he grows in

man of sensitive disposition.

What dominates Nick's world is a basic absence of form and an essential
valuelessness.

Shaken loose by World \far I, traditional moral and social pat-

terns have been suspendcd. 45 In addition, class distinctions have eroded so
that upper, professional and bohemian circles have
tually the same entrance.
olo~ical

b~en

opened and share vir-

!Afring the course of Nick's maturity, these soci-

distinctions lose impact.

That society is open becomes a given prop-

erty of life to Nick, for he inhabits a free-flowing world without class restriction.

Thus, the traditional center of society has burst.

With the e-

rosion of the class system, freedom of movement becomes a permanent social condition.

This emancipation affects all classes.

aristocrats descenriing into lower circles.

One finds the daughters of

For example, Anne Stepney, off-

spring of the uppercrust Brid,enorths 1 becomes the mistress of Ralph Bamby, a
painter, and eventually weds Dicky Urnfraville, an old friend of her father's.

In contrast, Kenneth Widrnerpool, whose father owned a fertilizer plant, makes
remarkable progress up the social ladder.
44rbid., P• 81.
45Bergonzi, p.

25.

In the first movement of Powell's
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series, Widmorpool, despite his

repu~nance

ular guest at genteel functions.

tion, his manipulation of
ih!?_ Music

~ ~.

11

re~

to those of social stature, is a

His advantar,c lies in his powers of exploita-

connections. 11

In the second movement of!::. Dance

1£

we lean-1 that his rise has been so mercurial that he now hob-

nobs with members of the royal court.

Such sociological curiosities as the cases

of Lady .Anno and Widmerpool are the rule and not the exception in Nick's society.
More often than not, however, the upper classes drift down into shabbier circles.
For instance, it is not unusual for such an illustrious
ners, industrial tycoon, to frequent a

hetero~eneous

fi~ure

as Sir Maenus Don-

gathering like Milly Andria-

dis1 party, at which university dons, elegant paramours, flaerant sexual devi-

ates, and reprobate bohe:nians consort without class
ali~nment,

pr0jud:lce~

This social re-

moreover, is generated by the pursuit of soxual liberation on the one

hand, and the desire to discover new spheres of influence, on the other.

Sir

Hal:nus indulges voyeurish tendencies at social functions, while Wiclmerpool tries
to establish business contacts with which to build a base of power.
Seemin:ly secure, too inhibited to seizo either sex or power, Jenkins himself is reasonably welc01llo in any circle.
to

wran~ling

bohemian

gatherin~s,

belonging in actuality to all.

He floats from eleeant dinner parties

claiming allegiance to no

sin~le ~roup,

yet

He has ties in the business world with Poter

Templer and Kenneth Widmerpool, claims by heredity an invitation to upper-class
functions, and possesses by sensibility a letter of introduction to artistic circles.

Yet, this freedom evokes more restlessness than pleasure in the mind of

young Nick.

He

is unable to find a niche which really suits him.

is a correspond:ing confusion of values which dogs him.
from

~roup

Too, there

As long as he revolves

to ,roup, Nick is troubled by uncertainty; a sense of self-doubt is

constantly working beneath his urbane surface.

At times, his composure becomes
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a facado thrmm up against reality.
from a vaF,Ue

feelin~

of dissociation.

Like the others in his world, he suffers
Needin~

immerses himself in tho characters of others.

to counter this discomfort, Nick
Far from being a manifestation

of his humanity, as has been m.a.intained~this fascination with others provides
a means of escape for Jenkins.
What Nick sees are the deeper implications of a dissociated society.

In

the fieures he encounters, for example, there is almost a tota1 absence of deep
feeling.

As Frederick R. Karl has stated, Nick's acquaintances are insensitive

to one another; saclness--and one might add, intensity of any emotion--is a feel-

in~ to which they are practically blind.47

Hence, society is characterized by

the essential isolation of its individuals.

h"'veryone ,does his own little jig,

retreating into egocentricity, but the import of each dance is the same.

Nick's

friends are attempting to escape reality, the realm of problems and responsibil-

ities.

The result is manifested in nearly infantile

behavior~

come obsessed with a fixed idea, which acts as a ...r_a.;;;i....,s_o....
n

!!'

Individuals be-

~·

Thus, Uncle

Giles, a hapless figure, is preoccupied with milkin: a few more pounds from the
Family Trust from which he receives an annual allotment.

Yet, there is really

no difference between Giles' haggling and the machinations of the successful
Kenneth Widmerpool, who is completely ab3orbed in the pursuit of advancement.

What all of Nick's connections share is a regression into eccentricity, an inability to cope with the conditions cf modern life.
Nick, as a man of his time, is not free from these

As will be demonstrated,
ne~ative

tendencies.

separates him from the others is that he recognizes dimly what is

intelligence generates insight into the world as it really is.

~oing

What
on.

His

He is. however,

deeply affected--at times almost paralyzed--ay the inhibitions of the inner dance.

4&.
. p. 111 •
.·.orris,
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While Nick resides in a society suffocating with tedium and futility, he
never hazards moral pronouncements on its inh~bitants. 48

Instead, in what has

been termed his "comic stoicism, 11 he focuses on eccentricity and absurdity.49
This habit prevents the acceptance of a

tra~ic

view of life by the youn, man.

The result of this comic standpoint is a reductio ad absurdum of man's classical

Nick is

virtues.

surrounding him.
day suckers.

o~en

amazed by the oblivious indomitability of the

e~ocentrics

Thus, fir:;ures cline to their eccentricity like children to all-

For instance, Uncle Giles• "aimless, uncomfortable, but in a sense

dedicated life 11 baffles him.50

Ponderinr,: the recalcitrance and tenacity of his

Uncle, he asks:
Dedicated, it mi~ht well be asked to what? '£h,e question would not be
easy to answer. D~dicated, perhaps. to his own egotism; his determination to be--without adequate moral or intellectual equi?ment-absolutely different from everybody elso.51
Then, too, Nick
counters.
able.

mi~ht

well ask the same question of practically everyone he en-

Despite their individual fixations, his acquaintances are interchange-

Their eccentricities may differ, but the pattern of their lives is iden-

tical, a regrossion into puerility.
benefit himself in someway.

Thus, Nick knows no one who is not out to

One finds an ahsence of principle in his associates.

There are three gods which dominate his world:

Money, Art, and Power.

ment and ideoloty are employed as means to self-r.ratification.

J. G. Quig'in illustrates this abuse of ideal.

Senti-

The Marxism of

Quicgin, one of the power fig-

ures threaded across Nick's experience, uses his politics not toward the alleviation of misery but to improve his own lot.

In fact, his Marxism leads him to

accept a rather bourgeois job, that of secretary to the aging novelist, St.
48Although Bergonzi 1 s statement was made with reference to The .Afternoon
Powell's first novel, it is equally valid for this series. (p. 26)
49Horris, p. 108.

.50Mi•

p. 2.

.51 Ibid.
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John Clarke.

DJ.rin~

his employ, c:.iuir;e;in manar.es to convert Clarke to Marxism.

Tho job serves as a valuable stage in his accession to power.

As further tes-

timony to the valuelessness of Nick's society, not one of the innumerable personaecs he encounters is either genuinely relir.ious or idealistic.

His acquaint-

ances are remarkably petty, submerged in the narrowest of pursuits.
Perhaps it is a good thing that Nick possesses a "comic stoicism. 0
To cataloeue tho sins of his friends is to recount the effects of dissociation
on the modern world.

Nick moves through a society in which sexual promiscuity

without passion, narcissism, and selfishness prevail.

There is a continual flux

of sexual relationships, couples frantically changing partners until the society
resembles a vast, almost incestuous network of

lovers~

Studying a atereotyped

postcard depicting an attractive girl sitting on a young man's knee, Nick muses
on the fluctuations of love:
Yet, afterall, even the crude imabe of the postc~rd depicted with
at least a degree of truth one side of love's outward appearance •••
I had enacted such scenes with Jean: Templer with Mona: now Mona
was enacting them with Quir~gin: Barnby and Umfraville with Anne
Stepney: Strineham with her sister Per;gy: Pet;gy now in the arms of
her cousin: Uncle Giles ••• with Mrs. Ercileigh with Jimmy Stripling:
Jimmy Stripling ••• with Jean: and D.lport, too.52
Couples fonn, break up, and regroup in strange patterns with such enerey that the
pace is as dizzying for the characters involved as it is for the reader himself.
Moreover, self-love transfuses the social network.

Produced by isolation, it not

only appears in such older eccentrics as Giles and Mr. Deacon but also in the comparatively young like Gypsy Jones, Barbara

Gorin~,

and Jean Templer LUport.

The marriage of Peter Templer and Hona, a one-time advertising model, exemplifies this cult of the self.
greatest sexual success.

Of all Nick's comp.:mions, Templer has had the

Among the women

circulatin~ throu~h

the amorphous so-
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ciety, Mona is probably the most dazzling beauty.

Her face has appearo:i on in-

numerable billboards and her body has been celebrated in sculpture.
bored, she has gravitated

throu~h

Vain and

the arenas of advertisinr. and art into tho

commercial market-place where Templer has acquired her.
mount to Narcissus taking a Narcissa or the marriage of

Their union is tantar,i~olo

and gieolette.

Liko all the others in Nick's proximity, Peter and Mona pursue self-gratification
at all costs.

'!'hey are

dancin~

with their backs to one another.

Typical fig-

ures in a dissociated world, they, like the rest, are ''moving; in their own way
and, as they suppose, under their own command, more or less ludicrous according
to the extent to which their sense of reality has been distorted by the willful
assertion of thoir public
little sad. 11 5.3

ima~e

of themselves, but--lµdicrous or not--always a

The Templer marriage amounts to a mere junction within the in-

tricate nexus of sexual relationships.
gether to escape themselves.

It is almost as if they have come to-

Thus, in Nick's world, love

peration than genuine preference or emotion.

Youn~

hin1~es

more on des-

Jenkins finds himself on a

sexual battloeround which is an unequivocal waste land.
Despite differences in sex, prestige, and achievement, Nick's consorts
have a good deal in common.

Excepting a very few luckless and bungling fig-

ures--like Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson, a sacked diplomat, and LeBas, a prankridden schoolmaster--tho personages Jenkins meets are identically self-obsessed.
The result of this egocentricity is "a general tendency for things to be brought
to the level of farce even when the theme is serious."54 Indeed, what is most
farcical is that there is no difference between the way a character acts in pub5JMizener, p. 88.
54Anthony Powell, quoted in 11 Work in Progress, 11 Newsweek, January 22,
1962, pp. 81-82.
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lie and his behavior in priv•te.

In the majority of cases, self-absorption con-

sumes any potential for self-consciousness.

Wrapped up in milking the frunily

Trust, Uncle Giles has no idea of tho obstinate,
projects.

nir,r.lin~,

oblivious

ima~e

he

In a like manner, possessed by the demons of ambition, Kenneth Widmer-

pool cannot see his own monstrosity.

In the midst of society, Widmerpool acts as

i f he wore scheminF, in his bedroom closet.

Predicated on widespread delusion,

the farce is ccnveyed by the indomitability of the individual.

But, more often

than not, the singularity of an Uncle Giles, for instance, is indic•tive of the
obsessions of tho entire society.

In tho middle of things, but possessing objectivity, Nick has vague feelines that what he is witnessing has happened beforo., .At times, he senses an in-·
evitability--ccmpletely divorced from
influences the present.

sociolo~ical

considerations--which actively

Repeatedly throughout the experience of his young man-

hood, Nick, like Tiresias, perceives that all has been foretold and has happened
in the past.
him.

At certain key moments, the banality of life resembles a ritual to

A minor demonstration of this matter occurs in the

ber;innin~

of The Ac-

ceptance World when Nick's fortune is prophesied by Hrs. Erdleir,h, an appealing

but slightly sinister widow who turns up at Uncle Giles 1 hotel.
fles the cards, Nick sense that

11

\ihile she shuf-

The rite had something solemn about it:

some-

thing infinitely ancient, as if Mrs. Erdleigh had existed long before the :ods

we knew, even those belongin: to the most distant past.n.55 Then ar:;ain, durinr: a
moment of the utmost significance, as Nick makes advances to Gypsy Jones, he has
this feeling:

11 •••

such protests as she put forward wore of so formal and arti-

ficial an order that they increased, rather than diminished, the impression that

55AW, p. 12.
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a

lcn~-est.ablish~d

rito Has to be enacted,

aroon~

Staffor<lshire figures and

1Elr~-E:l.":.h9. trays ••• 11 .56
All

even

thin~s

~rcatcr

than

considered, the
youn~

de~ree

Nick realizes.

to which ritual influences his life is
It is least apparent to him at those mom-

ents when the ritual is in the ascendant.

What Nick cannot lmow is that in the

ostensibly simple matters of his life, his behavior is remarkably ceremonial.
Thus, as a young man, he is

cau~ht

up in the rite of

bccomin~.

Seeming to fit

within the context of an initiation ritual, his experience really amounts to a
brokon ceremony.

His ritual is one which lacks an all-important climax, a trans-

cendence over or acceptanco of the forces ruling his life.

At intervals, there

occur brief indications that Niel< is moving in the direction of self-completion,
but, by the timo he approaches thirty, the evidence of his spiritual maturity
is inconclusive.

Why Nick does not rise to this advanced state is a matter of

considerable complexity.
and also the

understandin~

plaguing his society.

It depends on an exact measurement of his character
that Nick is profoundly affected by the impotence

It is important to note, however, that Nick comes closer

to self-completion than any of the other
fact, as has been

sue~ested,

fi~res movin~

within the dance.

In

his eventual perception of the dance itself may fi-

nally act as a vindication of his character.
Critics of the series have tended generally to accept Nick as urbane, cool,
slightly aloof, and compassionate by nature.57 Yet, this evaluation fails to
take into account the negative aspects of Nick's personality, these traits reflecting the dissociation of his society.
cedin~

While it is true that Nick does fit the pre-

description, there is much to him other than sophistication •nd composure.

Young Jenkins .is-as.. Arthur Mizener has contended--the most subtly-drawn of
57Morris, pp. 110-111.
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Powell's personaGes.

However, the attributes ascribed to Nick belong more to

the narrator than to the younr: man himself.
/). In.nee to

~

I1usic of

~

'rherc are two Nicks contained with-

and they are separated by a distance of years.

One

is safe, removed from the pressing enir,mas of young manhood; the second is exposed to the vicissitudes of reality.

The primary difference between tho two

is that the narrator has been enlightened throuBh the perception of the dance as
a means of

interpretin~

life, while the young man is suffering from the effects

of dissociative experience.

In order to measure properly the character of young

Jenkins, tho critic ttUst study tho quality of his experience within the context
of the series itself.

It is necessary, then, to formulate a character analysis,

an act which becomes at times quite difficult, for

N~ck

is rarely effusive about

his ot-m lifo.

What we learn about Nick amounts to very little in comparison with certain
other major fic;ures in Powell's chronicle.
mainly be attributed to his anonymity.

The subtlety of his character can

We are eiven, for instance, only the

barest biographical facts, which must be pieced

to~ether

from the narrative.

While Nick seems eager to relate the history of Uncle Giles, the reader is told
next to nothine about his own pre-adolescence.
in connection with Uncle Giles.

His family is interjected solely

We meet neither his father or mother.

Instead,

we are infonned that Nick's father refuses to deal directly with Giles, who is
considered the bad penny among the Jenkinses.
who supplies an interesting bit of information:

At one point, it is Giles himself
that the family is descended

from the embattled Captain Jenkins, the one who had his ear slashed off, an incident which precipitated a war.

'!'hen

in~ ~yer 1

s

1fark~,

when Nick reconstructs

the history of Mr. Deacon, we learn that Nick's father is an upper-eschelon miltary man who was involved in the Paris peace negotiations after World War I.
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Throueh a fc:r scattered details
ily imar:c

or

relatin~

to the Jenkinses, Nick projects a fam-

uoll-entrcnchcd respectability.

centrate, then, on the period of his

r.rowin~

This boini; the case, one must conup.

Tho Hick of Eton days is an impressionable, well-mannered, slightly romantic youth, Hhoso familiarity w'ith life has come essentially from books.
the start of

~

Question of

seems almost adult.
his birthrieht.

Upbringin~,

Nick is only fourteen, but his behavior

Already ho has acquired the veneer of composure which was

On the surface, he seems to have been born at age fourteen.

Yet, beneath tho veneer lies a great deal of uncertainty.
cariously,

selectin~

to Stringham, who seems to represent the world of the
b~y

authority.

He tends to live vi-

as his first friends, Poter Templer and Charles Stringham,

the one a precocious lover, the other a buddinr, rcmantic.

older

At

Nick is dral-m first

ima~ination.

The slightly

has an incisive wit, a penchant for mimicking, and a disrespect for
Thon, too, Nick detects in his friend a predisposition toward manic-

depressive moods.

At one point, on a day during which nothinr; has gone

Stringham sits dorm on a staircase and refuses to move.

ri~ht,

At another, without pre-

meditat.ed malice, Stringham notices the resemblance between his schoolmaster

LoBas and a criminal at large, phones a tip to the police, and has the instructor--who is innocent--arrested.
under the influence of

For perhaps a year and a half, Nick remains

Strin~ham's

charm.

However, during his experience at Eton, Nick swings between two poles:
imagination and sensuality.

He is also impressed by Peter Templer, who is pre-

occupied with making sexual conquests.
introduces Nick to carnal matters.

Vain, materialistic, snobbish, Templer

On one holiday, young Jenkins visits the

Templer home and inadvertently discovers that Poter has been sleeping with Gwen
McReith, a brassy older woman.

Previously, Peter had provided Nick with a
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"glimpse throueh that mysterious door, once shut, that now seemed to stand ajar. 11 .58

trpon seeing 'l'c:npler• s prowess demonstrated, Nick begins to lose re-

spect for Strinr,ham, whoso value has not beon r,roundcd in the world of action.
Nick

under~ccs

a certain shift in loy<J.ty:

At the same time--as in another &:tnd earlier of Petor' s adventures
of this kind--his enterprise was displayed, confirminr; my conception of him as a kind of pioneer in this increasingly familiar,
though as yet unexplored country. It was about this tiree that I
ber,an to think of him as really a more f orcoful character than
Strinehrun, a possibility that would never have presented itself
in earlier days of my acquaintance with both of them,59
All

thin~s

considered, the conflict between irnagination--soon to be associated

with reeression--and sensuality--identified with self-assertion--has a profound
impact on young Jenkins.

Impulses in both directions have been awakened in him
'

through contact with Stringham and Templer.
the conflict is

enlar~ed

and perpetuated by later experience, especially Nick's

association with Kenneth Widmerpool.
at an early age, both

Occurr:i.nf' in microcosm at Eton,

Strin~harn

It is important to understand that, even

and Templer are completely self-absorbed.

difference between Nick and them is that he tends to live

The
Once

throu~h others~

the relatively secure life at Eton has been left behind. Jenkins becones even
more preoccupied with the diverse figures surroundina him.

Later, this tend-

ency is manifested in his love affair with Jean Templer Duport.
11-To years after Nick enters Ba.lliol

have separated him .from his two friends.

Colle~e,

Cambrid~e,

circumstances

Templer, having been expelled from

Eton, has t<lken up business interests in London and is reported to be "making
a pile. 11

However, Strine;ham, who has gone along with Nick to college, spends

a listless year there and then takes a position with the
poration.

D~nners-Brebner

cor-

College has not fulfilled his romantic conception of it and his mel-

ancholy intensifies.

589.![, p. J4.

The decline of these friendships stirs in Nick a sense of

59~., P• 101.
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tho impermanence of life.

At the end of

:i

Question of UphrinGinr., he arranges

a dinner dato with Str:ingham, but tho meeting is abbreviated when Stringham docidos to accept a last-minute party invitation.

Instead of anr,er, the incident

evokes rer,ret in Nick and he accepts it philosophically as "the final remnant
of life at school. 11 60

Ironically, Nick winds up at dinner.with Uncle Giles,

the embodiment of isolation.

Their

meetin~

takes place in a kind of ritual

loneliness:
The emptiness, dlin li~ht, silence ••• created a faintly ecclesiastical atmosphere; so that the track between the tables mi~ht have
been an aisle, leading, perhaps, to a hidden choir. Uncle Giles
himself, sitting alone at the far end of this place ••• had the air
of a sleepy worshipper, wait:int: for tho next service to begin.
Ho did not look specially pleased to se~ me ••• 61
One sees, then, that with the influences of
Nick is left in a. vacuum,
ther likes or respects.

resortin~

11

and Templer suspended,

to dinner with Uncle Giles, a man he nei-

In fact, after an earlier meeting with his uncle,

Nick has betrayed fears of
is a

Strin~ham

hecomin~

a similar person.

He recognizes that Giles

being who had in him perhaps some of the same essence that went towards

f'ormin~ oneself as a separate entity. 11 62

Then, Nick asks himself i f his own

life would be spent haggling over the Trust.

Obviously, young Jenkins does not

consider his future as bri[zht as his advantages and education would indicate.
The symptoms of malaise are already

be~innin~

to appear.

Lackin~

Templer's

powers of assertion and Stringha.m's self-destructive inflexibility, Nick is
doomed to self-awareness, not such a bright prospect for a young man of his incertitude.

Conservative and introspective, Nick hangs between the forces re-

presented by his friends.

His position is by no means trar,ic, but there is

the threat of stasis in it.

61Ibid., P• 2JO.
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In !:..

1?'~~

lfarkct, Nick learns that a number of social avenues--por-

haps too maey--are open to him.
has three choices:

C•st adrift on the social tides of London, he

to become a member of tho smart set, to join the bohemian

croHd, or to follow his mm enterprises.

Yet, Nick learns that the conditions

govcrninr. the first two alternatives are virtually the same and that the latter is

a~ainst

his nature.

To accept the life of the

dancin~-rnan

uous to him, but to go bohemian offers little more meaning.
ing becomes increasinely vicarious.

seems vac-

Instead, his liv-

He floats on the periphery of both cir-

cles and wo uatoh as his life veers more toward speculation than action.

As

Nick himself realizes, ho is apt to become so entranced by the social whirl
around him that ho loses contact with his own needs.

!i-fter

droppin~

his rath-

er tenuous affection for Barbara Goring, Nick attends Hilly And.riadis' party
and has the impression afterwa:rds that the scene had in some way hypnotized
him:

••• I was also painfully aware that I had ••• prcdir,ally wasted my
Instead, for example, of findinr' a girl to
take the place of Barbara ••• I had squandered the hours of opportunity with Mr. Deacon, or with Sillery ••• Frcm the point of
view of either snobbery of sentiment ••• the night had been an empty one. I had ••• merely stayed up until the small hours ••• with
nothing better to show for it than ••• that I was no longer in lovo
with Barbara Goring ••• 6J
time at the party.

This fascination, then, becomes characteristic of Nick's behavior.
he lapses into a passive

l~e,

Gradually,

following the fluctuations of others with an in-

tense, a:Imost obsessive interest.

Indeed, at intervals, he roust be reminded of

his own position in the world, a duty which, oddly enout:h, f'ate confers on the
repu,nant Widmerpool.

This matter will shortly be taken up at

-----

len~th.

More-

over, in A Buyer's Market, one sees Nick falline 1nto new spheres of influence,
as he did with Stringham and· Templer.

6JJ!!, PP• 152-15).

Overall, however, it is important to ern-

phasizo thctt Nick's eXpericnce in rin open society--a buyer's markct--inclines
toward escapism.

This tendency underlies the desporato activity a.round him.

The two now fir.ures
Deacon and Rtlph Barnby.
tern established at Eton.

sordid rcal.'11.

takin~

precedence in Nick's speculation are Mr.

In his preoccupation with them, Nick repeats a patD~acon

is merely Uncle Giles transposed to a more

Pompous, recalcitrant, and indomitable, ho declaims the ilr...'Tl.,_

rality of others while peddling pornography and practic.ll'le homosexuality himself.

As Nick reinembers the elderly pain tor turned antiquo merchant, "he was

a great believer in

insistin~

absolutely upon the minute observance by others

of his own wishes. 11 611- Thus, his egocentricity and contempt for the successful
are identical with the views of Uncle Giles.
tempts to impose his will on society, Hr.
of decay and failure.

~aeon's

D~acon

is, by all accounts,

ti

figure

A colorful eccentric, tho washed-out painter neverthe-

less exists in isolation.
stricted to

However,· despite his brazen at-

Horcovert Nick's interest in him is not wholly re-

value as a curiosity.

His affinity to Uncle Giles is

quite obvious to Nick. whose fascination with such figures is indicative of
his malaise.

ffe studies them to learn what not to become.

If Nick fears the life of a Giles or Deacon, then in the success of Ralph
Barnby he discovers a nearly ideal existence.

Barnby, who lives above Mr.

Deacon's shop, is a more acceptable transformation of Peter Templer, for he is
as accomplished an artist as he is a lover.

"Talented, libertine, enitat,:ingly

Satanic, 11 Barnby represents the "Renaissance fusion of' the socio-politicoprofessional man. 11 65 Horeover, in the place of Templer•s clinical descriptions, Barnby expatiates on the

psycholo~y

of women.

A student of sex with im-

pressive credentials, Barnby has had affairs with Bijou Ardglass and Baby Went-

64rei~ •• PP• .5-6.

6-%iorris, p. 14).
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worth, two

hi~hly

coveted courtesans.

Almost im.'Tledintely upon their meeting,

Nick falls under Barnby 1 s influence and soon finds, in his own experience, that
the lattor's wisdcm is r,enuine.
wcmen.

Then, too, Barnby's succoss is not limited to

He seems to have penetrated hich business circles, having done a much-

admired mural for the funncrs-Brebner

buildini~•

Sce:lng l3arnby as a

tween business and the arts, Nick is duly impressed.

brid~e

be-

In addition, he admires

the way in which Barnby "imposed his will on the proble.:n at hand. 11 66 In Bamby,
Nick sees the positive aspects of the imaeination--orir.inally represented by
Stringham--combined with the
admired in Peter 'l'empler.

c~pacity

for self-assertion--a quality previously

Hence, the painter-lover-power figure is an incar-

nation of what appears best in life to Nick.

However, constantly exercising
'

his

intelli~ence,

friend.

Jenkins observes an inclination toward narcissism :in his new

Too, Bamby disapproves of promiscuity indulGed in by any one other

than himself.

Therefore, when Nick has his affair with Jean, he is careful

not to mention it around Barnby.
The circumstances surrounding Nick's seduction by Gypsy Jones exemplify
the stasis which has very nearly reached' the level of suffocation of the self.

The incident typifies Nick's inability to assert himself, for Bamby provides
the unconscious motivation behind the loss of his virginity.

At a party a few

nights previous to the day of the seduction, Nick has toyed around with Gypsy.
He did not, however, actively pursue her.

Instead, she had initiated the

brief flirtation.

After the party, Nick cannot remember whether a kiss was

exchanged or not.

Ironically, the afternoon of Nick's sexual compromise also

happens to be the day on which Mr. Deacon has been buried.

Following the fu-

neral, Nick and Barnby return to the shop and embark on a discussion of wom-
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men.

Portents of the sexlossness of the encounter have already been posted.

the past, Ur.

D~acon

In

has hinted that Gypsy wan a lesbian as well as a whore.

Then, too, the only other mourner at the funeral was Max Pilgrim, a

fla1~rant

homosexual who ha<l quarreled with Deacon at Mrs. An<lriadis' party.
Bamby furnishes an overture for what is to follow by observint: that "Fu-

nerals mako one's mind drift in the direction of m~ral relaxation ••• 11 67 Shortly
thereafter, the conversation is interrupted by a phone-call from Baby Wentworth,
who requosts Bamby's company for the afternoon.
off his

paintin~

overalls and rushes out.

his friend's good .fortune.

starts to leavo.

In his absence, Jenkins reflects on

He passes into a brief doze and then, awakening,

On his way out, Gypsy offers her

What ensues has a strikinr; resemblance to the
lar

youn~

man and the typist in T.

filled with

sue~estions

Driven by a

11

rite" with Gypsy.

Nick watches as &.rnby tears

s.

Eliot's

fi~~leaf

en~agemcnt
11

for his admiration.

between tho carbuncu-

Tho Waste Land. 11

of tho paralysis of Nick's character.

somnambulistic force, 11 Nick

en~ar;es

in

11

a

lon~

act is carried out with the
senses that instead of
drifting farther apart.

11

Within the "dream-like atmosphere, 11 tho

detached formality of nightmare. 11 68 Moreover, Nick

growin~

closer

throu~h

intimacy, the two of them are

In this way, the scene epitcmizes the dissociative ex-

perience, the seduction having taken place without passion in tho

67Ibid •• p. 252.

~.'

half-li~ht

of

In their torpid union, individual identities are lost, con-

fused:

68

established

His hands encounter the most feeble defense and Gypsy's com-

atose response in no way inhibits Nick.

semi-consciousness.

The scene is

:P• 256.
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I uas conscious of Gypsy chan~;ing her individuality ••• this
illusion convcyin~ the extraordi.~ary impression that there
were really three of us--perhei.ps even four, because I was
at·r:i.rc that altoration had taken place within myself too-of Hhon the pair of active participants had beon ••• projected from out of our nonn;<lly unrelated selves. 69
Then, once the tumble is consummated, Nick is seized with a desire to get out.
Ho notices Gypsy's

11

imperturbability 11 and concludes that

11

so far from

knowin~

each other a great deal better, we had progressed scarcely at all in that direction; even, perhaps, bccomin~ more than ever.~.alienatcd. 11 70
one, then, Nick's first sexual experience is revelatory.

In more ways than

We have watched as

Barnby provided the original impetus, his assir,nation unconsciously propelling
Nick toward emulation.
essential lethargy.

In due course, Nick's activity with Gypsy reinforces his

One sees that he can only embark'on a definite course of ac-

tion after he has been prodded.

Then, too, sex, with its inherent promise of re-

r,eneration, has a cleadenine rather than a vital effect on Jenkins, who, at this
time, is

approachin~

the age of twenty-five.

It

mi~ht

be arr.ued that Gypsy is a

less than ideal partner, but, as will oe seen, even this view acts as an indictroent of Nick.
As has been previously noted, in the aftermath with Gypsy, Nick suddenly
feels as if he has just made love to his first flame, Barbara Gorin,.

The resem-

blance between the two girls jolts him so thoroughly that he actually wonders if
Barbara and Gypsy are not really the same girl.

Of course, they cannot be phys-

ically identical, but they are, as Nick realizes spiritual sisters.

Their kin-

ship is confinned when Gypsy comments on how well-tanned her lee is, a manifestation of vanity which reminds him of an analoeous observation ma.de by Barbara. The
sisters are linked by narcissism and the consequent desire to remain emotionally
disen~a,ed.

In the past, Barbara has rejected Nick's attempts to inject ardor

70J.ill.
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into their relationship.
~rounds

She has repudiated serious romantic involvement on the

of its sentimentality.

Despite Barbara's

bclon~ine

to 'the smart set•

and Gypsy's membership in the bohemian crowd, the girls are united by their vacuity.

Yet, Nick, too

bri~ht

drawn in their direction.
than she is" and still

to become entranced with them, is nonetheless

Neither r;irl r,ives any promise of "being any bettor

youn~

en~ar.es

Jenkins

about Nick's character is crucial.

them.

What this attraction implies

It is clear that ho is the opposite of Bar-

bara and Gypsy, for they are totally self-absorbed, while he is engrossed in
other people's lives.
e~ocentric

At times, it seems almost as if Nick were impelled toward

types by the need to confirm his orm existence, perhaps acquiring in

the process an increase of self-interest.

In tho main, however, this attrac-

tion--involv:ing both mon, like Barnby, and women--attests to the inhibition of
Nick's emotions.
tion

a~ainst

In this light, girls such as Gypsy and Barbara offer protec-

Nick's emotions.

With them, his composure cannot be violated; nor

is the veneer of maturity, which tradition has bestowed upon him, likely to be
violated.

Indeed, at times for Nick,

confusion and indccisiveness ••• 11 71

11

correct fonn appears as a defence ar.;ainst

Then, too, this reliance on conventionality

is responsible for his self-assured image.

Security, then, is associated with

adherence to custom and emotional riiscipline.

With Gypsy

~nd

Barbara, at any

rate, the sterility of his experience helps preserve his detachment.

Later, in

an experience that both arouses his feelings and wastes them, Nick is brour,ht
closer

~o

self-assertion through his affair with Jean.

plunges without restraint into an

entan~lement,

For the first time, he

the complexities of which pre-

empt his reserve.
For the time being, however, one must further explore tho complexities of
his reserve.

It is necessary to reiterate that intellect takes precedence over

7lm111, p. 1J8.
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emotion in Nick's character.

While constantly in the company of one group or an-

other, Nick manaccs to rer:J<lin alo::if, participatinr, passively• his interests lying
more in personalities and events than in his relation to them.
~lick'

Morris has maintained,

Thus, as Robert

s speculative nature derives mor0 excitement fro;n an-

ticipation of an event than his actual involvement in it.72 Hore often than not,
reality disappoints him.

For ex.ample, in !::. Question of Qnbrinf"l..inr.,, Nick's visit

to the Tomplcrs', despite its colorful moments, turns out to be somewhat disenchantinr~.

This pattern persists throuehout the period of his growing up.

For

tho most part, it motivates his inability to settle on a definite social circle.
Then, too, as has been emphasized. his sexual initiation results in disillusionment.
This
lhncc

shatterin~

of illusion by reality is one of the major themes of A

12 ~ Musi.£ 2£ ~· 73

It recurs consistently in Nick's experience, forc-

ing him to re-evaluate matters that he has taken for tjranted.

Moreover, he is

impressed by the regularity with which pre-conceived notions are jettisoned by
life itself.74 Knowled~e of this process contributes a e;reat deal to his intellectual maturity, for he learns to accept the fallibility of presumption.

Also,

Nick is taught to cope with the difference between what seems to be and what is.
The aeent of that lesson is none other than Kenneth Widmerp.ool, the antagonist
of the series.

What Widmerpool virtually ciemolishes is a social code which has

been formulated by Nick during his days at Eton and Cambridge.

Based on prob-

ability, Nick's system catceorizes people accordine to their prospects.

For ex-

ample, a fellow like Charles Stringham, who appears to have both innate ingenuity
and an advantageous background, is likely to become a success of some sort.

contrast, an awkward,

11

u~ly-duckling 11

In

figure such as Widmcrpool, whose father

dealt in fertilizer, is viewed by Nick as an inferior, scmeone who is too inade72r•lorris, p. 121.

73~ •• p. 7.

7';-i:a11, P• l)J.
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quate to belon;; to the same world as a Stringham or J cnkins.

As Nick, in due

time, learns, his standards are predicated on appearances; and what was, in the
past, inconceiva.blo soon matcriali?.es in reality.

Acquired from his own back-

eround as woll as perpetuated by his association with Strin(:ham and Templer.

snobbery influences Nick's conception of people.
of

confirm.in~

the dictates of tradition.

Moreover, it acts as a means

In Nick's adolescent reasoning, there

is no disparity betwoon what is expected of a person and what that individual
accomplishes.

If the right qualities are possessed, achievement is guaranteed.

Hence, life follows definite guidelines imposed on it by the past.

This hy-

pothesis r,ivcs rise to another conflict within Nick, tradition versus actuality, the probable pitted against the improbable.

One~

experience

be~ins

to

shatter and re-mold tradition-oricntod thcoryt an initiated Nick is compelled
to admit the power of unseen forces to reeulate life.
strumental to his intellectual Growth.

The admission is in-

Too, possibly of even sreater signif-

icance, Nick learns a good deal about himself from charting his position at various

sta~es

in relation to Widmerpool 1 s.

What separates Widmorpool from Nick and his friends is self-discipline.
Utterly lacking in natural gifts, Kenneth concentrates on self-improvement while
Stringham indulGes his melancholy and Templer rejects the value of books; Jenkins, on the other hand, becomes the intellectual of the group.

Ir..clined to-

ward the arts, he works first for a publisher of art books, employment about
which Widmerpool expresses skepticism, based on the lack of a
post.

11

futurc 11 in such a

In The Acceptance World, we learn that Nick has written a novel that has

been modestly successfUl, an accomplishment which also fails to impress Widmerpool.

The production of the oook confinns Jenkins' professional and intellec-

tual competence.

Nick, however, conveys the impression of workine almost effort-
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lessly, achicvinc Hhat predisposition and education have prepared him for.

His

will is never strained, whereas Widmcrpool 1 s, in contrast, see:ns always about
to burst.
tc~pt

For instance, at Eton, 1-Jidmerpool constantly exercises in an at-

to make athletic teams, but never quitf) succeeds.
Wi~mcrpool

him as

Nick first encounters

jogs out of the mist on an inclement day.

Adhering to the

prejudices of his friends, Nick considers Widmerpool a suitaole object of derision.
the

Str:in(iham--in an act which later becomes remarkably ironic--mimicks

un~ajnly toy

jokes,

to tho delie;ht of Nick and Templer.

Wid~erpool

The butt of innumerable

is notorious for his ill-fitting overcoat and is character-

ized as chronically sufferinl! from "contortions of the bottom. 11 75
at Eton, Widmcrpool experiences the first in a sories ,of pratfalls:

Also, while
a mis-

directed banana, throrm by the captain of the cricket team, splatters ae,ainst
Widrnerpool's face,

prcmptin~

a slavish reaction rather than the expected raee.

Repeatedly, throughout the series, Kenneth is aole to rise from the ashes of his
own hwniliation.

Once the security of Eton life ends and adulthood is embarked upon, Widmerpool begins unaccountably to rise in the world.
pelled to re-assess his opinion of Wid.merpool.

Dlring this period, Nick is comThen, too, succeeding events

force Nick to see that his life is inexplicably linked with that of the antagonist.

The first stage in the correction of Nick's system occurs at Madame Le-

roy•s provincial French resort.

At the beginninG of the vacation, Nick's pre-

conception is still intact:
I looked upon him as an ineffective person, rather than a freak,
who had no claim to consider himself as the equal of someone like
Stringham who ••• was not to be inhibited by tho narrow bounds to
which Widmerpool seemed by nature cornmitted.76

759.[, p. 10.

76Ibid., P• 129.
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In ccraparison to Wid!'.lcrpool, Strinr,ham represents a person who is "obviously prepared to live d'.lnt;orously. 11 77 Yet, this view fails to take into account i·lid11crpool1 s .floxibility, a quality arising fl':)m his momomania.

While Strineham and

Templer remain basically unaltered in character, Widrnerpool is capable of protean
adaptation to any situation.
D..trin!: the stay in France, Nick watches this talent emerGe in 14idrnerpool,
who displays a hir;h lovcl of

c~petence

Nick w-ould never have irnac;ined.

in matters of diplomacy, something which

In fact, a dispato over tennis tactics between

two Scandinavians is solved by Hidrnerpool.

Tho vendetta threatens to spoil the

fun of the other vacationers at the small resort.
pool enters

ne~otiations.

reconciliation.

By assuagin~

Gloom prevails until Widmer-

each of tho opponent's er.cs, he effects a

Tho feat :impresses Nick, who acmits that

11

There was something a-

bout the obstinacy with which ho pursued his airns that could not be disregarded
or merely ridiculcd. 11 78

But, despite the restoration of. peace, the rest of' the

clientele reacts almost negatively.

Orn and Lundquist, the two principals in the

affair, avoid Widmerpool' s company in their evening strolls :tn the eardcn.

As a

further reaction, a crude sketch of Widmerpool, done in the pr:imitivist mode, appears on the bathroom wall.

The culprit is never identified, but Widmerpool sus-

pects an impudent French boy, who, upon their first meetings reminds him of Stringham.

Through the rejection by the Scandinavians and the creation of the drawing,

the pattern of ridicule is continued.

Undaunted, Widrnerpool mastors French and re-

turns to llilgland to take up work with a solicitor.

Previous to his departure, how-

ever, a subtle change has taken place between Nick and the monomaniacal Widmerpool.
It becomes apparent that Kenneth, by his iron-clad convictions about the direction
his life will take, has awakened a sense of inferiority in the uncertain Nick.
Now, Widmerpool's role has been transposed from that of

scape~oat

to conscience,

causinr: m.ck to st'lrl seriously contcmplatin:; the future.
ion, Widmorpcol grounds up Nick's pipe-dreams.

In his mechanical fash-

As we shall see, this factor has

a distinct bcarin5 on the future.
At several key points in Nick's pursuit of an identity, he crosses W'idrnerpool's path.

At these junctures, one of Nick's illusions is invariably crushed.

In time, Widmcrpool assumes tho proportions of a human cannonball, issued
ality,

crashin~

do-vm the secure walls of tradition and illusion.

by re-

He has the qual-

ities of a ll\follsian man of the future 11 79--a description which Nick applies to J.
G. QuiGgin, Wic.mcrpool' s counterpart in tho world of the arts.

After graduating

from Cambridge, Nick takes a position with a publisher of art books and hears
from time to time of Widmerpool 1 s rise to prominence in business.
career is definitely Hachiavollian.

.

The latter's

Leaving the solicitor for a job with the

Donners corporation, Widmerpool executes a power play which forces Stringham out

of the business.

Later, Widroerpool foments so much intri&ue that Donners trans-

fers him to a brokerage firm. work at which he becomes eminently successful.
Prior to his rise, however, Widmerpool demolishes Nick's relationship with Barbara, an act for which Jenkins is more than a little

In the beginning

of~

grateful~

Buver 1 s Market, Nick is surprised to find Widmerpool

on the same euest-lists as he.

While in France, Kenneth has infonned him that he

is a "dancing-man, 11 but Nick cannot imagine Wid'Tlerpool in fashionable company.
This preconception is shattered when Nick discovers him at the Walpole-Wilson's
dinner party.

His presence there is far more

forebodin~·than

Nick realizes, for,

later in the evening, he confesses to Jenkins that Barbara has long been the object of his affections.

Before this admission, Nick, who has fallen back on his

snobbery, is forced to take new stock of the former scapegoat.

Over dinner, he

hears Whimerpool expatiate knowledgeably on the problems involving the erection
79&[, p. 47.
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of a local statue.

Then, too, earlier,

WiQ~erpool

has made some pertinent com-

mcnts on the art of Horace Isbister, a celebrated portrait painter.

In these

conversations, Hichnerpool displays a flexibility which surprises Nick.

Such an

eventuality had simply never occurred to him.
What is even more painful is the realization that he and Widmerpool have
been in love with the same girl.

It is Nick's attitude toward persons of sup-

posed inferiority, like Widmerpool, which intensifies the effect of the revelation:
••• I had no idea ••• that he had been in love with Barbara all the
ttmc that I myself had adored her. Moreover, in those days ••• I
used to think that pcoplo who looked and behaved like Widmerpool
had really no right to fall in love at all, far less have any success with girls--least of all a girl like Bar9ara ••• 80
In a scene which has been commented on b.Y a number of critics, another of Widrnerpool1 s pratfalls leads to Nick's decision to drop Barbara.Bl
post-dinner dance given by the Huntercombes.

Barbara has

It occurs at tho

i~otten

confused, omitting Widmerpool from a dance he feels entitled to.

her dance-card
She settles the

matter by sweeping off to the supper room with Nick, Kenneth, and another fellow
in her train.

Ignoring them, however, she becomes involved in a conversation

with a guest at another table.

Enraged, 'didmerpool catches her as :;;he starts for

the other table, squeezing her wrist rather violently.
needs

11

Claiming that Widmerpool

sweetenine up, 11 she seizes a cannister of sugar, intending to deposit a

few grains on his head.

The top, unfortunately for Kenneth, is loose and the con-

tents are dispensed over his head.

In a repetition of his reaction to the banana

incident, Widroerpool responds in a servile manner; it is what Nick calls "parallel
acceptance of public humiliation. n82 Widmerpool hurries off to clean up and Nick
sits there pondering the situation.
Durin~

these moments, he decides that he has had enoueh of Barbara Goring.

80 BH, p. 8O.

81 Hall, pp. 1J5-J6.
-
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He rationalizes that his involvement with her probably contained no real promisc anyuay.

.2ut.--and this is a matter of importance in rcGard to Nick's char-

actcr--it has t;ikcn this demonstration of Barbara's silliness, directed at;ainst
Widmerpool, to close the romance for r,ood.
part offends his basic conservatism.

This public display on Barbara's

As a consequence of the incident, she is--

as Nick reflccts--not likely to head the rest of the season's Guest-lists.

More-

over, he admits that tho decision "may have been prieGish or cowardly ••• 11 8J

Also,

it is possible that Widmerpool 1 s presence has influenced tho choice, the mere association of Barbara uith a figure of repugnance dampcninG Nick's ardor.

The in-

cident is a tcnninal one, at any rate:
Certainly I had had plenty of opportunity to draw similar conclusions fro:n less dramatic occasions. It was, however, final.
Tho noto strQck by that conclusion was a disaerccable one; totally unlike the comparatively acceptable sentiments of wh.1.ch it
took the place.84
·
It is revealing to note that Nick considered his feelings "acceptable scntiments 11 85
before the sugar-dumping incident.

One gets the impression that emotion is ac-

ceptable to him as long as it remains dormant.

He continues his pursuit of Bar-

bara--the worth of which he has questioned all aloni;--until her public embarrassment.

As is often the case, circumstances and a forceful character, like Barn-

by or Widmerpool, compell Nick to act.

But, even after arriving at a decision,

Nick never infonns Barbara that he is finished with her.
the relationship intellectually and ceases the courtship.
never manifests any

ret~ret

over his absence.

He merely closes out
Barbara, for her part,

Thus, their relationship is also in-

dicative of the dissociative process, in which the sexes have a nee;ligible effect
on one another.

On leavinr, the dance, Wicfa1erpool, in a rare moment of intimate

conversation, infonns Nick that he had hoped to marry Barbara.

8 %'.:tt p. 73.

His confession im-
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plants in J cnkins a sense of the correctness of M.s

O'.fil

decision.

On the basis

of his hur.iiliation, WicJJterpool, with less rancor than cool self-interest, also
drops Barbara.

At. the close of

~

t3uyer 1 s lfarket, when Nick dines with Wid'ller-

pool, they are infonncd by Barbara's aunt that she has become
Pardoe, one of the
discomfort.
his

Oi·m

11

dancing-nien. 11

en~aeed

to Johnny

The announcement is absorbed with only a mild

However, the news serves to provide Nick with fresh insit:ht into

behavior.

He decides that

1.~idmcrpool,

due to his

e~ocentrici ty,

is unaf-

fected, and then wonders i f he is really any more sensitive:
He was one of those pcrso;is capable of envisaGinf. others only
in relation to him~elf ••• Barbara was either in his company, or
:far from him ••• Turning; tMngs over in my mind, I wondered whetg
I could be regarded as havinz proved any more sentient myself. 15
The answer is, of course, that he hasn 1 t.
ered an automaton by Nick, who was
wrist.

stun~

Moreover, it was '..-,'idrllerpool, considby jealousy enoueh to seize Barbara's

This detail in itself is an indication of the shallow extent of Nick's

emotional involvement with Barbara.

In addition, from this incident, we learn

even rnore a.bout Nick's inability or refusal to assert himself.
no

embarrassin~

Had there been

display, Nick would have probably continued to maintain his ten-

uous relations with her.
Yet, Widmerpool has not entirely finished with the demolition of Nick's
personal and social illusions.

Not long after the

11 sweeten1ng

up" of Widmer-

pool, Nick lea111s that Kenneth, too, has been involved with Gypsy Jones.
fact, in a second revelation, Widrnerpool admits to indiscreet conduct
to

payin~

for an abortion.

As it turns

o~t.

Gypsy can be categorized as another pratfall.

~nd

In

also

however, Widnerpool's fline with
He has been duped; for, on the

evening of Widmerpool 1 s first meeting with the waif, Mr. Deacon has intimated to
Nick that she is in need of a doctor.
86Ibid., p. 271.

Once again, Nick's preconceptions are de-
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bunked.

His system, which "sets individuals and ideas in hermetically sealed rc-

ceptaclos, 1187

has not allowed for the possibility of Wid'llerpool 1 s indiscretion.

Then, too, ho is forced to realize that he and Widrnerpool share the same sexual
orbit.

Both have "loved" Barbara; both have mado love to Gypsy.

for Jenkins, such a conclusion is

~imply

inescapable.

Unfortunately

Also, there is the humil-

iatine thought that 1'1idm.erpool has slept with Gypsy even before he has.

Oddly

enoueh, what disappoints Nick rnost about Kenneth's transaction with Gypsy is that
his system has not allowed for it.

His reaction is cerebral, the anomalous act

aeitatinG his intellect:

If I had been annoyed to find ••• that he was in a position to
ror;ard himself as possessing claims of at least some tenuous
sort on B-3rbara, I was also ••• put out to discover that Widmerpool, so generally reearded by his contemporaries as a dull
dog, had been ••• proparcd to live comparatively daneerously.88
It will bo remembered that Nick has previously considered
impetuous behavior.

·~lidm.orpool

incapable of

At Madame Leroy's, in fact, he has stipulated that the dif-

ference between a Stringham and a ilidrnerpool is the

de~rce

of audacity.

What

Nick does not realize is that he himself, has not lived up to the standards he sets
for his friends.

Between the ages of fourteen and twenty-five, he has not, in one

single instance, cast off' his
in life has been vicarious.

inhibitions~

Durinr. this period, his participation

His composure has remained perfectly intact, even his

tumble with Gypsy seeming oddly unreal.
once again introduced Nick to reality.

As in the caso of Barbara, Widroerpool has
This time, however, the impression of

Widinerpool' s authority is not lost on Jenkins.

In fact, Nick is so struck by the

similar directions their lives take that he beeins to conceive of them as being,
in some bizarre way, attuned.

The now formidable shadow of Widmorpool has fol ...

lowed Nick from Eton to Madame Leroy's to Barbara and Gypsy.

Though antitheti-

cal in character, the two young men seern to reach the same destinations almost
88~ •• p. 209.
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sirlultanoously.

Thus, their respective passabcs throuch life seem unalterably

connected to Nick.

At any rate, although still considcrine Widmerpool crotcsque,

Nick has ccmo to respect him..

Moreover, Niel< concedes that the fonner scapcr;oat

has been transi'orr11ed into a power fii;ure, monstrous but nonetheless potent.
Yet, even after the revelation!:> emorging from his association with the r;irls,
Widmcrpool has still not completed the devastation of Nick 1 ::> system.
tcur is far too methodical to leave a job only half done.
there are certain scores to settle, especially with Charles
The

~tan.£.Q.

World, Widrncrpool, the

his fonner detractor.
posed:

"ur~ly

duckling,

11

This provoca-

Frcm the Eton years
Strint~ham.

Thu.s, in

establishes dominion over

In the balance, perhaps the central theme of the series is

.

the conflict between the man of Will and ·renaci ty against the man of Imag-

ination and Chann.

As Arthur Uizener has maintained, these opposinr, forces, re-

presented by Widrnerpool and Stringham, reflect a "major contrast of twentiethcentury natures. 11 89

For the most part, this observation is true, but it is neces-

sary to recognize the excess of these forces in the composition of the two oppo-

nents.

By all standards,

Wid.~erpool 1 s

quest for power is monomanical, for every

ounce of his enerey and every minute of his life is committed to solf-advancement.

Stringham, on the other hand, is the product of uppercrust decay.
He is something of a latter-day Hamlet, a role which Peter Templer face-

tiously, but prophetically observes would please Stringham.
sociation have eroded his environment.

His mother, who has been thricc-::narried,

obviously has little but a class interest in her son.
ters on his choice of a career.

The forces of dis-

Her concern for him cen-

Amplifyine Templer 1 s comment, Nick has observed

that this ele,sant lady--frorn whom emanates both power and debauchery--would make
an excellent Gertrudo.

In business in South Africa, the father,

ham has taken a French wiie.
89Mizener, p. 8J.

11

Boffles 11 String-

He is also reputed to be a heavy drinker.

Despite
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what scc::i to be the

advanta1~es

inundated by the p;:ist.

The sirrn of tradition have diluted. his will.

Used to

on his mm te:nris, financed, of course, by the family coffors, Strinr;ham

livin~

is

of an upper-class backGround, Strin1:ham is bein:

ill-cquip1')~d

to t<lke the r();;ponsibi1.ity of adulth:1od.

has undcrr;cno .several divorces,
odds.

~trin:_:ham

.:md

Like hir, sister, who

the cr..i;:oncies of reality are at

It l'::rnl<l bo more propor, thon. to considor his melancholy tho upshot of a

blir:;hted tradition.
tatin~

Either due to psychological repression or simply a dcbili-

confusion, Strinr;ham never seems quite to reali7..e the extent to which his

far.illy has affected him.

To carry the Hamlet simile a !Jtcp farther, however,

Nick has noticed the similarity between :'lilly Andriadis, who is briefly Strin;:ham' s lover, and his mother and !·liss Weedon, her secretary and stand-in parent.
\>/hile

Strin~ham 1 s

weakness may be attribLlted to tho excesses of modern society,

his malaise--as is emphasized throut,h the Hamlet

compari~on--is

centuries old.

It mir;ht well be contended, then, that Nicholas Jenkins is a more contemporaneous fieure than either of the combatants.
absorbed to suit the role.

Wid~erpool

is probably too self-

In contrast, Strinf;ham is perhaps too diseased.

At

any rate, both are determined to pursue a definite fato--the ono, power-obsesoed,
the other, bent on disintee;ration.

Strikinl! a balance between the two, Nick pos-

seses a self-consciousness which eminently qualifies him for the part.

His fate

is still undecided, while the destinies of the two opponents are fixed.

More-

over, judging from his experience
~'

T.

s.

in~ ~'uestion

of

Uporin0in~

and!

Buyer's~

Nick is perilously close to leadin! a hollow man's existence, a fate which
Bliot found particularly modern.

composition, his impressionability

The others lack the roundness of Nick's

~lossed

over with superficial urbanity.

too, there is a disparity between desire and act which is unique to Nick.
pool, for example, wants power and seizes it.
does.

Then,
h'idrner-

Stringham prefers to dissolve and

Paradoxically, Nick wants to fall in love and can't with Barbara.

Turning
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eventually to Jean, as will shortly be seen, Nick finally asserts himself, only to
fall in love with a reflection of his o-vm romantic inclinations.

The point to be

made is that Jenkins is more complex than either Stringham or \hdmerpool.

Because

of the inner conflicts threatenin!: to neutralize him, Nick seems more emblematic
of the twentieth-century condition than either of the other two.

Both StrinGham

and \-iidmerpool resemble children, the one balkinz at parental authority while the
other attempts to subvert it.

Nick, on the other hand, seems to have skipped

childhood altoeether.
The eventual domination of Strinr;harn by Widmcrpool puts Nick in the awkward
position of

watchini~

a

friend dro-vm without being able to furnish any assistance.

The issuo has been resolved long before the ceremony i? enacted.
has been waged subtly, neither of the principals actually
ed contact until the evening of the dramatization.

comin~

The conflict
into direct, heat-

In fact, it is intorestine to

note that there has never been a confrontation between the two before the night of
The Old Boys' Dinner.

Without ever seeine; Stringham impersonate him, Widrnerpool

seems instinctively to know about it.

As keeper of the system and judge of its re-

sults, Nick has witnessed the isolated eombat.
latively easy to follow.

The nature of battle has been re-

It consists in Widmerpool's making steady advances and

Stringham's beating a compulsive retreat.

The strategy is fixed at the outset.

At .Hadame Leroy's, Widmerpool has infonned Nick of the value of paying the strictest attention to minute details; he adds, a little later, that success is compounded on one's ability to meet the rieht people.

Through dilieence and connec-

tions, he wins a position with the Donners corporation,
ham out without his knowing it.

mana~ing

to ease String-

During his short stay at Cambridge, Stringham

decides that the world does not suit him.

Rather than alleviating this world-

weariness, his subsequent experience merely reinforces it.

Upon leaving the bus-

iness world, he is married for a short time to Peggy Stepney, a dauehter of

hi~h
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society.
f~~ily

In nn ironic point.

cites his inability to r;et alone with the

and to follow tedious aristocratic customs as causes for the suffocation

of the marriage.
tion.

Strinf~ham

Once ngain, Stringhmn has lacked the will to cope with tradi-

He is inadequate -to the offices of his social position.

He finds himself

unable to accept the role that tradition has laid out for him.

Too, lackinr. the

ener~y

and motivation to construct a future, he has no place to i;o.

and ousiness life have failed to interest him.
fession to sustain him.
him, Strinr;harn is

Thus, he lacks the value of a pro-

One sees, then, that wit.h the past and future closed to

co1~pelled

ally disintegrates.

Both academic

to live in the present. a closet in which he r,radu-

In terms of the conJ:.'lict, while Widmerpool is climbint; to-

ward an accession to power. Strinr;hnm is skidding

tow~rd

the mean time, Nick marks the positions of the opponents.

self-destruction.

In

On the same niGht that

Widmerpool influences his decision to quit Barbara. Nick witnesses a manifestation of Strinc;ham• s reckless behavior at Mrs. Andriadis 1 party.
are not, of course then linked in his mind.

The two events

In fact, it requires a symbolic en-

actment of Widrnerpool 1 s rise to prominence to impress the significance of the conflict on Nick.

This ceremony is performed after an Old Boys' Dinner presided over by LeBas,
the old tutor of Jenkins,
endance.

During a

meetin~

Strin.~h:;i.m,

Templer and Widrnerpool, who are all in at-

prior to the dinner, Nick has been surprised to learn

that .Peter Templer now considers Wid11erpool an acceptable man to do business with.
This elevation of Widmerpool to an equal footing still somewhat offends Nick's
preconditioned thinking.

At any rate, once dinner has been consumed and a wel-

come delivered by LeBas, the floor is opened for extemporaneous speeches.

After

several of the more notable graduates have spoken, Widmerpool rises and launches
into a polished, but extremely complex discussion of the drawbacks of Britain's
going off the Gold Standard.

The speech is met with shock by the audience, not
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beca~so

of its brilliance, but provoked by

cordin~

to tho pre-conceived notions of his schoolmates,

underline;.

audacity.

WiQ~erpool 1 s

After all, ac-

WiQ~erpQal

is still an

Nick interprets the general mooci in this way:

Yet, in some mysterious manner, school rules, rather than those
of tho outer world, ~overned that particular assembly. However
successful Widm.crpool might have become in his own eyes, he was
not yet important in the eyes of those present. He remained a
nonentity, perhaps even an oddity, rernembered only because he had
once worn the wrone ::>ort of raincoat.90
What is worse, however, is that Lel:3as suffers a stroke during Widmerpool's address.
The seizure, not a fatal one, can by no stretch of the imagination be blamed on
Widmerpool.

Yet, in the hectic afterniath 1 Nick remembors that LeB.as had never

cared for WiC.rnerpool.

Thus, inconceivable as it may seem, Widmerpool appears, in

some oblique way, responsible.

While Nick does not

go

so far as to construe the

seizure as an act of revenge, the circum3tances of the evening certainly point in
that direction.

The incident foreshadows his eventual triumph over Stringham.

Seen in this light, the situation represents another of the pratfalls which seem to
ride on Widmerpool 1 s coat-tails.

But this time there is a significant difference,

for it is Widmerpool who indirectly administers the pain.

D.le to his er;ocentricity,

it would never occur to him that the speech had prompted LeBas 1 attack.
the occasion can cause him no discomfort, because he lacks a conscience.

Therefore,
Within

the context of the night's events, LeBas' stroke assumes the proportions of a settled score.
next on the

Strineharn, who has mimicked Widmerpool at the outset of the speech, is
li~t.

In the mean time, it is important to notice that Fortune seems

to have played into \'iidmerpool' s hands.
premeditated by him.

The enactment of his power has not been

He has, in effect, through detennination and

surped Chance; he has, in ether words, made his own luck.

intri~ue,

u-

In the arena of reality,

Widmerpool has become a supreme power figure, whose authority, on this single eve-

90AW, p. 191.
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ning, governs the cycle of events.
In a scene which has been desii;nated as the most significant of the series,
iiidmcrpool subjU!jates Strineham.

Arthur Mizener has viewed it as the ultimate

victory of the man of Hill over the man of Charm.9 1
see--are even broader than has been
Strint;ham has eotten drunk.

sup~osed.

The implications--as we shall

At any rate, during the dinner,

Afterwards, Nick tries to help him home. but String-

ham, claimint:; exhaustion, sits dov..'11 on a curb and refuses to budge.
in

si;~ht,

Nick finds himself in a corn:;ideraole dilemma.

pool appears and a cab almost instantly materializes.

ni~ht

At this juncture, WidmerAs Nick remembers it,

c;.i.b seemed to rise out of the earth at that moment. 11 92

in control of the

vJith no taxi

11

A

It is as if Wid..'Tlerpool is

itself.

Combining forces, Nick and Widrnerpool drag; Strinr;ham home, undress him, and
dump him into bed.

Immediately, Strinr;ham bei;ins to protest and in the exchanf;e

that follows his chann and vlidmerpool' s tenacity are manifested.
drunkeness, Stringham has still not lost the precision and
one point, he proclaims that

able.1193

11 •••

Despite his

pun~ency

of his wit.

At

ingross and egress of one's own bed is unassail-

Then, again, his mood becoming indicnant, he shouts "So these are the

famous Widrnerpool ,<;ood manners, are they?" and "This is the celebrated \.lidmerpool
courtesy, of which we have always heard so much. 11 9 4
In what W. D. Quesenbery has interpreted as a symbolic rape, Stringham strue;&les to :;;et up and Widmerpool pins him back down.95
.Nick watches the grappling:
9lHizener, p. 84.

9 2AW, p. 204.
93Ibid., p. 207.

94rbid., p. 208.
95Quesenbery, p. 14.

Officiating over the scene,
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The two of them wrestlini; together were pourinr.; with sweat, especially Widmerpool, who was the stronger. Ro must have been
quite powerful, for Strin~:ham was fi1~htin~ like a maniac. The
bed creaked and rocked as i f i t wo'-!ld break beneath them~ And
then, quite suddenly, Strin,sham bef,an lau1;hin[~ too. He laughed and laughed until he coulcl. struGc;le no more. The combat
ceased. \•lidmcrpool stepped ·back. Strinr;ham lay gaspin& on the
pillows.96
Conccdin~,

:Jtringham chooses to go to sleep and Nick and lvidmer-pool depart.

the scene has made a profound impre;):Jion on Nick.

The subtle war which had here-

tofore been waged without contact has finally been consummated.
of the climax have become alrnost

alle~orical.

13ut,

The implications

Widmerpool represents more than a

figure of power--a man of Will--for r.e is aloo the personification of Change.

In

the symbolic duel, Strin::;ham has become the c:nbodirr:ient of a decayed tradition, besides bein:; a man of debauched l.'1lacination.
mounted a lethal onslaught,

blitz.m~

'£hrou~h

his victory, Widmerpool has

Nick's system, the backbone of which has al-

ways been conventionality.
Thus, Quesenbery's interpretation has not missed the esocntial significance
of Widrnerpool's accession to power.
that a

stran~ling

It mir.ht, however, be more apt to

su~gest

rather than a rape has been committed by the ogre of Change a-

gainst the pale phantom of a diseased tradition.

Besides establishing dominion,

Widmerpool has suffocated the pretensions of the upper-class.

He has caught

Strinehdm in his own territory, reality, and has left his victim retreating into
his pillows.

Widmerpool's strength in contrast to Stringham's impotence demon-

strates that a social inversion has taken place.

The new man, inhwnan and ag-

gresive, has prevailed over the old, sclf-indulcent and recessive.
arbiter, both the inversion and his complicity in it seem monstrous:

96&J., p. 208.

To Nick, the
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••• how strange a thin~ it was that I myself should have been enr.aGed in a physical conflict desiGned to restrict Strin~ham' s
movements: a conflict in which the movin1; spirit had been Widncrpool. That sur;;:;ested a whole social upheaval: a positively
co.s:nic change in life's t;ystem. ~·Jidmerpool, once so derided by
all of us had bccoI'le in s01nc mysterious manner a person of authority .97
That the manner of

vfid~orpool's

victory should seem unfathomable to Nick is in-

dicativc of the security of his own p.Lace in society.

pool's ascendance has been effected oy

dili~cnce,

The coup_ has been engineered by will alcme.

Quite obviously. 'widmer-

hard work, and self-assertion.

Though not quite as exa,i!erated a

ca.so as Stringham is, Nick's background and conventionality have .oheltered him so
that an exertion of the will appears "mysterious" to him.

However, in comoining

forces with Widmerpool, Nick has violated his own system.

This factor in itself

has impelled him toward participation in reality.
Also, in 1h!:, Acceptance horld, the second of Nick's adolescent idol5, Peter Templer, is reduced from

11

sexual pioneer" to cuckold.

This time, l·iidmerpool,

whose ambition and success are limited to the business world, rioes not act as the
The role, however, is filled by J. G.

agent of revelation.

maniac's parallel identity in the world of the arts.

Quim~in,

the mono-

Quiggin, equally boorish,

represents a mutation of the New Nan, a Widrnerpool boasting cropped hair, leather
jacket and Marxist dogma.
sistic wife Mona.

What he accomplishes is the theft of Templer' s narcis-

In Templer's

pli~ht,

one sees again the repetition of the Charm

versus \'/ill motif, with slight variations.

Havine previously seemed the personification of Force to Nick, Templer has
become ciomesticated, static, a weak position from which to repulse the inexorable
march of a New Man.

Then, too, like Stringham, Templer is equated with tradition.

As seen by Nick, there is a remarkable similarity between Templer's suburban home
and the family villa, which young Jenkins had visited ten years ago; the two re97~., p. 209.
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sidences are virtually identical, the same portrait and sports paraphernalia transferred from one vestibule to the other.
successful professionally but

lackin 1 ~

In effect, Peter has become his father,

diversification privately, a combination

which suffocates the easily bored Mona.

Neither the exertion of Templer's charm

nor his will can subdue 1'1ona 1 s caprices, for she lon1;s for a reconciliation with
the world of the arts.
ria~c

of Mona:

Moreover, Templer has co:nmitted a fatal error in his mar-

he has actually fallen in love, yielded to an emotion.

promiscuity, he has become a faithful husband.
cannot tame Mona's compulsive restlessness.

Hejecting

However, virtue, money and charm

Thus, she runs off with Quizgin.

irony of the situation is thrtt Te:n.pler, least expected to be weakened

by

The

emotion,

.

is the first of the three fonncr Eton friends to fall .in love •
For a number of reasons, the implications of the failure of the Templer mar-

riage are significant.

Perhaps the most important is that the shadow of the flaw-

ed relationship hovers over "the acceptance
the first in a series.

world~"

the Templer separation beinc

In addition, a new pattern emerges with Mona's leaving Pe-

ter for Quigein, that of the businessman's wife seeking
11

creative 11 typo.

Jean.

The

Mona-Quit,f~in

re~eneration

through a

alignment parallels the affair of Nick and

Quit;gin makes his living as :a literary critic, while Nick, working for a

publisher of art books, has JUSt finished a first novel.

Also, the motivation

behind these relationships reflects the dominant obsession in the adult reality--

to escape oneself at any cost.

The product of dissociation, escapism impells

Nick to Jean.
Nick's first full-fledged love affair leads to the question of whether or
not he reaches maturity under its influence.

Indeed, by evaluating Nick's ex-

perience within 1h!:, Acceptance World, one wonders if there is, as Robert Morris
sut;rnests, a "coming of age 11 for Jenkins.98

It is to be remembered that in Nick's
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case what scc:ns to be and what is often divcr1=e and this point mir;ht well be considered with reference to his growth into manhood.

As one critic has contended,

the theme of the third novel in the first movement of
is

11

!

Dance

.:!:£. ~

the effect of adult experience upon not quite mature people. 11 99

Music

2.£

!~

It will be

seen that this observation applies equally for the conclusion as well as the beginning of the novel.
While Nick's exposure to love

strengthen his character, there is insuf-

doe~

ficient evidence to support the emergern.:e of an initiation ritual within the novel
itself.

If there appears to be a framework for such a ritual, the shape of Nick's

In order to fulfill the requirements for initiation,

experience never quite fits.

thero must be a positive act of assertion on Nick's
not occur W'ithin the novel.

As has been

e~phasized,

p~rt,

a contineency which does

the importance of a degenera-

ting society on Nick's character must be fully taken into account.
t:L~e-limits

by him.

"tlithin the

of the novels, Nick cannot be considered aloof from the life flowine

Despite his intellir,ence, he remains afloat on shiftinr, social tides.

!fil! Acceptance;

~Jorld,

tinuum of experience.
role is.

for the first time, he learns exactly where he is in the conHe understands in hi5 affair with Jean precisely what his

This matter can be emphatically demonstrated.

well as that of power, the
Widr.l.erpool

~

In

11

In the realm of love as

mysterious forces 11 have become "uncompromisingly clear."

established dominion over Stringham; the world of illusion--as Nick

learns in his experience with

Jean--~

him among its thralls.

Yet, this realie.a-

tion does not constitute a reconciliation of the conflicts within Nick himself any
more than a mere dia&nosis regenerates a psychiatric patient.

To be able to cite

one's position on a psychical map offers meager consolation.

It is to be contend-

ed that Nick finds himself in just such a predicament at the conclusion ef

99 A review of ·rhe Acceptance World,
~Yorker, March i7-;-I956, P• 179.

by Anthony Powell, in

11

.TI!!.

Briefly Noted, 11
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Accentancc World.
At the end of the novel unci.er ex..1rnination Nick finds him.self contemplating
a post card depictinG an attractive youne; girl on a handsome younc man's knee.
iFor various reasons--which shall be el.abor.ated--he considers himself an occupant

of a similar tabloau.

Moreover. he perceives in the

tion. even perhaps a misrepresentation of Love.
Love. ir;noring its complexities.

photo~;raph

an oversirnplifica-

The card depicts an illusion of

Esca.pist in intent, the tableau acts as an ob-

jective correlative for the situation Nick finds himself in.

In his typically cer-

ebral manner. Jenkins accepts his kinship with the figures and the bouuoir atmosphere on the postcard.

Accordint.: to ifobert Horris, this

accept~nce 11 m.-rks

of his wandering in a limbo of nihilism and :impatience. 11100

the end

Yet. unfortunately for

Nick, the postcard-world which he now lives in is merely an extension of a limbo

that has possessed him all along.
Morris tenns

11

If Nick's perception of his

pli~ht

is what

an adjustment to fate, ulOl then there is little cau~e for optimism.

Let us see now exactly how Nick arrived in the realm of the post card lovers and

then ex.amine his final insight.
Concerninr. the motif of the broken relationship, a key for the novel might
well be divul£!ed in a stater.lent made by Charles Stringham to Nick minutes before

Widrnerpool' s bulk pins him down:

0

It' s a frightful shame, 11 Stringh;1m begins, "A

friGhtful shame, the,. way these women go on.
me.

They leave Peter.

They are all the same.

They will probably leave you ••• 11102

They leave

Stringh.-m is speak-

ing in dead earnest, rather frantically, and his prediction is substantiated by
the circumstances surrounding Nick's affair with Jean.

Prior to meeting Jean.

Nick's mental state is characterized by restlessness; he is
ive nor assured.nlOJ
lOOMorris, p.

11 neither

very assert-

When an affair is forecast for Nick by a fortune-teller named

151.

lOJr.Iorris, p. 154.

101~.' p. 15{>.

A1·T p. 202 •
l0 2.2.,t
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Myra Erdleir;h, she also admonishes that he must "make a C'!reater effort in life. 11 104
In the scene in which Nick and Jean first embrace--already co!lllllented upon at

lcnr;th--it is Chance which flings them tor!ether, not a positive act on Nick's part.
These details arc presented to docu.'T!c11t his essential passivity at the outset of
the affair.

Whether his position improves or not is a moot question.

It is con-

tended that once he falls in love with Jean, Nick's feelings are awakened, but the
assertive act which would confinn his evoJ.ution into manhood is not forthcominr,;.

If stasis is a consequence of Nick 1 5 refinement, then we must search for perhaps
a thrust of the intellect as a substitution for the physical act.
stance docs arise, but not in The Acceptance World.
an alternative to tho alleeed

11

Such an in-

It location will be plotted as

of a.ge. 11

comin~

Dlring Nick's weekend with the Templers, ho undergoes perhaps his first r,enuine love symptoms.

The feelinr,s aroused through intimacy with Jean are oona fide

because now Nick is truly cneaged with a woman, not merely rhapsodizing, as he did
with Barbara and Suzette, or sleep-walking, as with Gypsy.
thoir first assir;nation, he aQ'llits:

11

At one point, after

When the colour crune quickly into her face,

the change used to fill me with excitement. 11 105 Then, a~ain, finding Jean somewhat reluctant about making a rendezvous, he experiences considerable agitation.
Yet, despite manifestations of passion, the weekend at the 'femplers' is
also for the sense it instills in Nick of
ties of life.

oein~

sin~ular

preserved from the responsibili-

As Morris has pointed out, "The whole weekend is a kind of dream:

she, the surroundin~s, his new-found love, all unreal. ttl06 Upon arriving at the
Templers 1 Nick compares the snow-glossed driveway to the "clean, clean sheets
of a measureless bed. 11 107 Moreover, awakening after his first rendezvous with
Jean, Nick is impressed by the sanctuary-like atmosphere of the neighborhood:
l04f!!, p.

15.

107~, P•

b6.

lO 5roid., p. 1)4.

106.r,1
z.
.•orris,
p. 16J •
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This was ••• a kind of

refu~~e

for beines unfitted to battle with

modem conditions, i-:here they rni;~ht live their own lives, undisturbed and unexploited by an aggressive outer world. In

these confines the

mic;ht be saved from extinction. I
lyinr; there in that bedroom:
almost as if I were abroad.108
~pecies

everyth~~{,

felt miles away from

One sees, then, that the states of passion .:md escapisrn co-exist
In the drive frcm Lendon, the

her.

skid(iin1~

~t

the 'femplers'.

of the car has brour;ht Nick and Jean toe;ct-

Now, the tuo cohere under the influence of unreal surroundinr,s.

Quite clear-

ly, an enchantment is at work on them, but the spell cannot depend on Chance or atmosphere for its duration.

The strength of the relationship must be tested in so-

ciety, the battleground where a lover's illusions ea.re likely to be stripped away.
Then, too, !lick and Jean must reconcile the disillusionment which
deepening sexual involvement.

accompanies

~ften

In other words, the ccniplexities of conductinr_: an

affair must be dealt with.
In subsequent relations with Jean, Nick employs his system, which once again
seems erected on illusion.

The insistence that Jean conform to what he thinks she

is has damaging consequences for Nick.

He beains to see th.alt perhaps he

was responsible for what she seemed to me. 11
sibly assumes an infinite number of
lovers.

He reasons that

11

11

alone

And, in addition, that a woman pos-

per~onalities

according to the number of her

To another man--Du.port, for example--she no doubt apear-

ed--indeed, actually was--a different woman. 11 109

Unfortunately for Nick, it toikes

a practical illustration of this theory to convince him of its truth.

Ironically

enough, Nick's snobbery, a consequence of his system, is again proved fallible.
This time, however, intellectual pretension and not class arroeance is exposed by
reality.

Once more, one sees the severe limitations which preconception :imposes

on Nick's perceptions.
remark about the

In a casual conversation with Jean, Nick drops a derisive

intelli~ence

108~., p.

68.

of Jimmy Stripling, Jean's fonner br©ther-in-law.

109 ~ .. ' p. 134.
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Striplin~,

incidentally, is perhaps the most pathetic figure in the series, an ac-

cidcnt-prone

rac~-car

driver with a sense of inferiority about not having par-

ticipatcd in the war.

Chafed by the comment, Jean accuses Nick of intellectual

egotism, a charr;c frc:n which he cannot defend himself.

In the next moment. ·Nick's

pride is jolted when she confesses to an affair with Stripline;.

As was the case in

Wid.rnorpool 1 s involvement with Barbara oi.nd Gypsy, Nick cannot avoid seeing himself
equated with a buffoon--in this instance, Stripling.
cerebral rather than emotional.

His reaction, however, is

He reconciles his anxiety by reasonine that Jean's

indiscretion with a boob.like Stripling is preferable to her having an affair with
an admirable lover.

In keeping with his recognition of the protean identities of

Jean, he understands that he has carried his "mm
imai;ined existence. 11 110
dilemma.

D~spite

pre~udices

into another person's

In this manner, almost instantly, Nick has settled the

the pain which the confession causes Nick, one can only conclude

that his decision contains an element of the facile.
ality and illusion, then, still escapes him.
Nick endures only brief pain.

The difference between re-

Operatinz in the realm of romance,

While in love with Jean, he substitutes intellectual

resignation for emotional involvement.

By the novel 1 s end, Nick realizes the weak-

ness of his position, but is powerless to change.
Now we have passed into the world of the postcard lovers.

In a fashion char-

acteristic of Nick, the card, a product of the graphic arts. has an epiphanic effeet upon him.

In the representation of the lovers, Nick perceives his fate.

photographed tableau awakens in him a recognition of his o¥m state.

Accordin~

The
to

Robert Morris, the epiphany constitutes "the acceptance of or commitment to a relationship based on love. 11111 Yet, both Nick in the novel and Morris in his study
recognize the distortion of love depicted by the tableau.
11

For Jenkins the lover,

the fact remained that an infinity of relevant material had beon deliberately o110~. t p. 143.

ll1-11orris, p. 152.
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mittcd fro:n this ViGncttc of love. 11112 Horeovc::-, Nick decides that
to

defin~

11

Althout;h hard

uith precision the exact point at which a breach of honesty had occurred,

there could be no d-:>Ubt that this performance included an clement of the confidcncetrick.11113

In his interpretation, Horris sur,r,ests that by accepting the illusion of

love, Hick has found a solution to life-in a sense a dedication which has been lack-

ing, the emor1~cncc of a r;cnuine raison d 1 ctre. 114 This theory, however, fails to cmphasize the truth of the predicament:

which is, in effect, that Nick has accepted a

love-life compounded on false values.
In connection with Nick's e;rowth, such a pattcrn--in which the distortion of

life is corrected bJ-r rcality--lcads to disillusionment.
mcrpool has forced Nick to re-evaluate his illusions.

In two notable cases. WidMoreover. the result of this

process has been to brine; Nick into contact with actuality.
has learned much abou.t himself.

Thrnuf;h Widmerpool. he

All alonr;, it has been the correction of illusion

and not its acceptance that has kept Nick frcm total ct,:ocentricity.

Thus, his ca-

pacity to learn has proventod his regression into the puerility possessing a number

of his companions.
of stasis.

What he learns from tho postcard is that he exists in a condition

Thus. Nick's awareness of his

moans of comine to grips with life.

plif~ht

In fact, it sugeests the opposite, a surrender

of the self and an existence in a dream world.
pronounc~ment

cannot constitute a regeneration, a

cannot be regarded optimistically:

It would seem, then, that his final
"Perhaps, in spite of

the couple of the postcard could not be dismissed so easily.

everythin~,

It was in their world

that I seemed now to find myself. 11 11.5
Then, too, unless the acceptance of illusion is to be interpreted as a sign of
maturity, then the theor'J of initiation appears inappropriate to Nick's experience.
There are simply too many implications of stasis in Nick's rcsienation to accept his
position as a "cominr, of age. 11

In an assessment of. his' condition in the. ti.'tfle before

.
i12M, p. 213.
115A"&, p. 215.

ll3AW, p. 214.

.

114.Mol:'ris, p. 165.
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takin1~

up

haps I

W?.G

Hith

,Jean, Nick, rcspondinr, to Hrs. 1kdleif,h 1 s forecast, adn1its that "Per-

irr!:vocably transfixed, just as she had described, half-way between dis-

si~ation nnd dii'fidoncc. 11 ll6
from this early position.

1.3y

the conclusion of the novel, he is not very f.ar

Consequently, there is a suimestion of int:enuousness in

his percc!)tion of the post card lovers.

His reaction is diffident; this shy, aloof

quality certainly retains an infJ.uence over Nick i.'1 his final state.

His attitude

tm·rard the sir;nificance of the tableau might well be expressed in terms of wonder11 Htrn

ment.

rc:narknblc to find myself in such a stylized setting"--Nick might as

1'1oreovcr, where dissipation was only conjecture at the o-

well repeat to himself.

peninG of the novel, it has become a real force in Nick's predicament with Jean.
After all, he is involved with a married

wo~an 1

a

mot~er.

acceptance of the illusory nature of the relationship.

worse, however, is his

In effect. the affair, al-

though offering sexual gratification to Nick, is as essentially empty as his relations with Gypsy.

It has, however, elicited feelin,:;s which had previously been

dormant within him.

But, on the other hand, Nick does not execute an act of assert-

ion "Within the confines of the
his .love for Jean.

aff~ir.

This factor indicates the true nature of

For a short time, than, he has escaped the severity of life.

Yet, we learn in their last conversation that Mr. Duport has come home and that his
prospects have improved.

Speakin;;; of the difficulties which have arisen, Jean says:

"D.m 1 t let's talk of them. 11 11 7 And Nick a;;rees.

There is an intif.10).tion that the

affair could not stand the strain of such considerations.
absence of maturity in this dismissal of the inevitable.

Therefore, one finds an

In the succecdinr, novel,

At Lady Molly's, we learn that the affair has corJ.e to nothine.
married

so~eone

else.

Nick, in fact, has

His identity as a post card lover has been short-lived.

While there is no reconciliation of opposing forces within Nick during his
ll7b!!t p. 215.
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younr; manhood, such an evcmtuality does occur later.
one must accept hir.l as he is:

~

In ev<J.luating his character,

rum:in«.tive moin, not i;iven to action.

-

--

The experi-

--

ence denicted in tho first movement of A Dance to the Nusic of Time attests to this

.

inability to assert himself emotionally, a symptom of dissociative life.

However,

durinr. this early period, his intellect, though '.)ften in' error, strives to impose
order on the chaos envelopin!; him.
ful only

fro~

a distance of time.

r.ator moot ll.t a definite point:
the dance.

As

h~s

been sur.;r,ested, he is ultimately success-

Thus, his separate roles as chdracter and narthat moment when he perceives the sienificance of

H<:ivinG apprehended a context which ;;iv es meaning to reality, Nick has

liberated himself from the past.

The perception provides his

participates in life as the interpreter of the past.

r~ison

d'etre and he
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